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Abstract 
The perturbation series created through the method of Feynman diagrams 
can be used to calculate experimental quantities to a good level of accuracy 
in many cases. The method of obtaining such a series and relating it to an 
observable for a QFT such as QCD is outlined. This is followed by an in-
troduction into some of the complications of QFT's such as renormalisation, 
which leads to scale dependence for dimensionless quantities, and the facto-
rial growth of perturbation series. The problem, due to the Landau pole, of 
defining the QCD perturbation series for the ratio Re+e- in the infrared is ap-
proached through a contour improved or analytic perturbation theory ( CIPT 
or APT) series. For a fixed-order truncation such a series will smoothly freeze 
to the value 2/b where b = (33- 2N1 )/6 is the first beta function coefficient. 
This is extended to considering all-orders perturbation theory through Borel 
summation which is used to evaluate the series factorial growth. This, along 
with the non-perturbative operator product expansion (OPE), is shown to 
be well-defined and finite for all values of the energy scale. The perturbative 
component again freezes to 2/b. A phenomenological comparison with low 
energy data is performed using a smeared Re+e- and a good agreement is 
found. 
A similar approach is developed for the ratio ~. This case has an added 
complication due to a non-freezing ambiguous term that arises when one 
tries to perform CIPT /APT. The apparent ambiguity is fixed through Borel 
summation. A comparison with experimental data allows the QCD parame-
ter AMs to be evaluated for three flavours of quark, with the result AMs = 
382~~~ MeV obtained from a fixed-order calculation and AMs = 340~g MeV 
from an all-orders calculation. 
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Outline 
This thesis utilises the theory of Quantum Chromodynamics and outlines 
methods of performing perturbative calculations in conditions where it is of-
ten hard to make sense of such calculations, namely the low energy (infrared) 
limit, and for a series considered in all-orders of perturbation theory. 
The first chapter introduces Quantum Chromodynamics as a Quantum field 
theory, showing how a field theory is defined through its Lagrangian and how 
physical quantities can be related to a Green's function that is calculated 
using Feynman diagrams determined by the Lagrangian. 
Chapter 2 deals with the apparently infinite results that come from naively 
performing higher order calculations. The problem is shown to be solvable 
using renormalisation, where the divergences are removed by the rescaling 
of the parameters of the theory. The problem of scheme dependence is dis-
cussed, and the renormalisation group is introduced. The relation between 
the coupling and a full perturbation series with respect to certain energy 
scales is introduced. 
Chapter 3 introduces the factorial growth found in perturbation series coeffi-
cients and outlines how to treat the series as asymptotic to a finite result via 
Borel summation. The leading factorial growth of some perturbation series 
is introduced and is evaluated. 
Chapter 4 outlines a method of obtaining a finite series for in the low energy 
limit for a particular observable, the R-ratio, and then proceeds to discuss its 
divergent series, showing that such a series can be considered in the infrared 
limit. The fifth chapter uses the methods of chapter 4 to compare data with 
theory in the low energy region. 
Chapter 6 continues the approach for the more complicated case of the 
X 
hadronic branching fraction for the T lepton. Finally the thesis is summarised 
in the conclusions. 
xi 
Chapter 1 
Quantum Field Theory 
1.1 Introduction to quarks and gluons 
Quantum field theory has been used to model the interactions of elementary 
particles with great success. This introductory section will briefly introduce 
Quantum Chromodynamics ( QCD). 
QCD is a theory of quarks and gluons; these are the two classes of particles 
that make up the protons and neutrons that form all the atomic nuclei. As 
well as forming the nucleons, these QCD particles make up a whole family 
of particles known as hadrons. The hadrons can all interact via the strong 
nuclear force, which is the residual effect of the interactions between the 
quarks and gluons of different hadrons. In fact this residual force is the force 
that holds all atomic nuclei together. 
The quarks and gluons are always bound within hadrons, a solitary quark or 
gluon has never been observed. 
Quarks have an electric charge and so they can be detected through electro-
magnetic interactions with other charged particles. If an electron is fired at a 
hadron it can interact with a quark. The way in which the electron behaves 
will then give information about the nature of the quark, e.g. the frequency 
with which interactions occur can tell how strong the electric charge of the 
quarks is. 
The gluons are required to mediate the QCD interactions between quarks, 
so if the gluons were left out of the theory nuclei and hadrons would have no 
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force holding them together. In electromagnetism particles with an electric 
charge can interact electromagnetically; similarly in QCD there is a colour 
charge which comes in three types often called red, green and blue. In elec-
tromagnetism the mediating particle, the photon, has no electric charge; 
however, in QCD the gluons have a colour charge which is a combination 
of the colour charges of the quarks. This leads to self interactions for the 
gluon, making the theory of QCD more complex than its electromagnetic 
counterpart Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). 
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with relating results obtained 
from the theory ( QCD) to measured observables from experiments. This tests 
QCD and makes it possible to calculate the strength of QCD interactions. 
1.2 Gauge invariance and Noether's theorem 
Quantum field theory ( QFT) is used to describe all interactions except grav-
ity between fundamental particles. There are many texts on this subject, 
including those in references [1], [2]. 
A field theory is partially defined by the type of value the field takes at 
every point in spacetime; for example classical electromagnetism has a vector 
field that takes the value of a vector everywhere. The action denoted by S 
completes the definition. The action is given as the integral of the Lagrangian 
density 
S = J .Cd4x. (1.1) 
This density, .C, is a function of the fields ( ¢1), and their derivatives with 
respect to space and time ( a¢1 1 axfL) 
.c = .c (A. 0 8¢j ) 
'f'], axJ.L (1.2) 
The subscript j labels the different fields, and the xJ.L are space-time co-
ordinates, x 0 is time and x1 , x2 , x 3 are the three space co-ordinates. The the-
ory is constrained by making the action stationary with respect to a change 
2 
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in the field ( s); this leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations, 
(1.3) 
where aJl denotes the partial derivative with respect to x11 , aJl = (ajat, -v). 
The Euler-Lagrange equations can relate the field to relativistic quantum 
mechanics. For example the Lagrangian density 
(1.4) 
has the Euler-Lagrange equation (D + m 2 )¢ = 0, where D = 811 811 . This is 
the Klein-Gordon wave equation for a free relativistic particle. 
The Lagrangian density 
(1.5) 
gives the Dirac equation and its conjugate, where the matrices 1 11 obey the 
anti-commutation relation {"!11,/'v} = 2gl1v, and ijj = 7/J1"(0 . In this case the 
field is a spinor field and can be represented by a 4 x 1 matrix when in four 
dimensions. 
The electromagnetic field equations can be obtained from the Lagrangian 
density 
£ - 1 FJlV F 'Jl A 
- - 4 JlV + J J1 l (1.6) 
where 
(1. 7) 
is the field strength tensor, and j'1 is the electromagnetic current density. 
The field here is a vector field, and takes the value of a four-vector at every 
spacetime point. 
Using the Euler-Lagrange equations a conserved current can be found pro-
vided there is a continuous global symmetry for the field, i.e. the transfor-
mation 
¢(x) ~ ¢'(x') = ¢'(x) (1.8) 
does not alter the action. Noether's theorem states that there is a conserved 
current for every continuous global symmetry transformation. Consider the 
3 
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Lagrangian density for complex scalar field theory 
(1.9) 
This is invariant under the transformation ¢ -----+ ¢' = ¢eio: for some con-
stant a. For an infinitesimal a, ¢' = ¢ + ia¢. For this transformation the 
Lagrangian density is changed by 
(1.10) 
This equals zero up to an a 2 term as £ is invariant under the transformation. 
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation for the field the terms with a to the first 
power are 
a81-i ( 8(~~¢) i¢) +complex conjugate = 0 . 
This gives the conserved current density 
)p, = i(¢8/-i¢*- ¢*8/-i¢) l 
8/-ijl-i = 0. 
1.3 Local gauge transformations 
Consider the Lagrangian density for a Dirac field 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the field 'lj; is the Dirac equation, which 
describes free fermions in relativistic quantum mechanics. This Lagrangian 
is almost invariant under the local transformation 'lj; -----+ 'lj;eio:(x); this trans-
formation prOdUCeS the extra term ijjfp,(8!-ia)'lj; in £. If 8/L is replaced by 
the term 8/-i + ieAp, in Eq. ( 1.13), then the Lagrangian density is invariant 
under the transformation 'lj; -----+ '!jJeio:(x) provided that the new field obeys the 
transformation Ap, -----+Al-i- ~81-ia. The field Al-i could be the electromagnetic 
4 
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field where for a free field 
(1.14) 
which is invariant under the transformation A11 - A11 - ~811 a. Combining 
the modified Eq.(1.13) and Eq.(1.14) the Euler-Lagrange equation for A1L is 
811 F 11v = ejv , 
jv = i/r( ?/; . (1.15) 
Eq. (1.15) gives Maxwell's inhomogeneous equations in the presence of a cur-
rent. This current can be shown to be conserved through Noether's theorem. 
The magnitude of the charge is given by the constant e. If a different charge 
is desired, as might be the case for several Dirac fields, then the field's charge 
Q appears in the transformation for the Dirac field ?/; - ?j;eiQcx(x) and in the 
Lagrangian density 811 + ieQAw The electron for example will have a value 
of Q = -1. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the Dirac field will now give 
(1.16) 
where 
( 1.17) 
The symbol D is known as the covariant derivative. 
Changing from separate field theories of free fields, and demanding invariance 
under the local gauge transformation has introduced interactions given by a 
term proportional to pt A11 which appears in the Lagrangian density in addi-
tion to the free (non-interacting) field theory terms. This describes Quantum 
Electrodynamics (QED), the quantum field theory of electromagnetism, 
(1.18) 
The Lagrangian density in Eq. ( 1.14) shows that the electromagnetic field is 
invariant under the gauge transformation All - A1L - ~81La. If the electro-
5 
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magnetic field is transformed in such a way with ~Oa = 81LA11·, then after 
the transformation the field obeys 8JLAJL = 0. This relation will hold under 
further transformations provided that Oa = 0. Choosing the field so that 
aJLAJL = 0 is known as the Lorentz gauge. 
1.4 Particle states from field theory 
A field operator can be represented by an inverse Fourier transform 
(1.19) 
When the field is quantised the Fourier transform can be related to creation 
and annihilation operators. Using free real scalar field theory as an example 
(1.20) 
where b(k0 , k) = a1 (k0 , -k) gives ¢ = ¢*. The Klein-Gordon equation sets 
E~ = f2 + m 2 . A state with particles of momenta p1 · · · Pn is represented by 
t t I a (Pl) ···a (Pn) 0 >= IP1· · ·Pn > 
< Ola(pl) · · · a(pn) =< P1 · · · Pnl · (1.21) 
The state 10 > is the vacuum and is the state that is annihilated by the 
operator a(p) for any momentum p. When acted upon by operators to de-
termine the state's properties, such as the Hamiltonian to determine the 
state's energy, the states share the corresponding properties associated with 
the particles they represent. These states have the normalisation 
(1.22) 
This normalisation comes from the commutation relations between the op-
erators 
( 1. 23) 
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For all fields that will be considered there are similar relations between the 
field operator and the creation and annihilation operators. 
1.5 Incoming and Outgoing states 
There exist cases where particles can be treated independently and have 
known momenta, such as incoming and outgoing particles in scattering ex-
periments. In such cases those particles can be represented by states for free 
particles. In and out states are introduced 
IP1,p2; in>= a;n(P2)1Pl; in>= a:n(P2)a:n(PI)IO > 
< P1,p2; inl =< P1; inlain(P2) =< Olain(pl)ain(P2) , (1.24) 
with the a, at operators defined through an inverse Fourier transform. In the 
case of real scalar field theory 
ain(k) = )!_.rr_:_oof d3x[eik·xi80¢(x)- ¢(x)i80 eik·x] 
a;n(k) =- lim j d3x[e-ik·xi80¢(x)- ¢(x)i80e-ik·x] . 
x 0 -+-oo 
(1.25) 
Equivalent expressions exist for outgoing states with the time limit taken to 
be x 0 -----+ oo. The field used in the inverse transform is for the interacting 
theory but taken in the limit as time goes to ±oo. 
1.6 Cross sections and decay rates 
Matrix elements such as < k1 · · · kn; outlp1,p2; in > need to be calculated: 
evolving the in and out states to the same time introduces the S-matrix S 
(1.26) 
where the states on the right-hand side of the equation are evaluated at the 
same time. 
The transition between initial and final states can be calculated using the 
S-matrix S. However, experimental interest is in measurable quantities such 
7 
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as decay rates and cross sections. A brief explanation of how one obtains 
such quantities now follows. 
When a beam of particles passes through a static target the number of scat-
tering events I::.N in time !::.t in volume !:::. V is 
!::.N = a p£1::. V !::.t . (1.27) 
Where a is the cross section, p is the particle density of the target, and £ is 
the particle luminosity of the beam passing through the volume. 
The quantity !::.N is obtained from the S-matrix by summing over the final 
states one is interested in detecting. Absorbing the normalisation of the in-
coming states given by Eq. (1.22) into the target density and beam luminosity 
one obtains 
(1.28) 
where mi represents the rest mass of the particle with momentum Pi, and 
Ep; is the energy of such a particle with velocity fji. The laboratory frame 
has been used, where iJ1 = 0. The normalisation of the initial states has been 
dealt with explicitly. The normalisation of the final states is dealt with by 
choosing the sum over all final states to give the total probability equal to 
one. If If > represents a possible final state, the unitarity condition S 1 S = 1 
is obtained provided that Lall f If >< fl = 1. Choosing the outgoing states 
to be summed over all possible momenta and noting that 
one has the sum over final states that gives unitarity. 
The cross section to be obtained from Eq.(l.27) is given by 
(1.30) 
where S1 s = 1. 
Eq.(1.30) is invariant to boosts along the direction of the beam of particles, 
with the 2m12Ep2 li121 term replaced with the more general 2Ep1 2Ep2 li12 - i11 1. 
8 
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Boosts perpendicular to the beam direction will transform the cross section 
like an area. 
Writing S = 1 + iT we can separate out the case where the incoming and 
outgoing states are the same, which does not correspond to scattering. Using 
iT in place of Sin Eq.(1.30) gives the desired cross-section. Momentum must 
be conserved, and it is convenient to write the matrix element in terms of 
the invariant amplitude IV! defined to be 
< k1 · · · kniTIP1P2 > (27r )46(4) (Pl + P2 - k1 · · · - kn) 
= M(p1P2 -----+ k1 · · · kn) . (1.31) 
This recasts Eq.(1.30) as 
(1.32) 
The momentum conservation has now been inserted into the integration over 
the final state momenta. 
With decay rates it is much simpler. Working in the rest frame of the de-
caying particles, the number of decays is given by an expression analogous 
to Eq. (1.27) 
!:::,.N = pf/:::,.tt::,.V. (1.33) 
The decay rate r is the inverse of the mean particle lifetime. Proceeding as 
for the cross section one obtains 
(1.34) 
1.7 LSZ reduction formula 
For a two-particle scattering process the quantity < k1 · · · kn; outlp1,P2; in> 
must be calculated. To calculate this the LSZ reduction formula is used [3]; 
this relates the matrix element to a Green's function. 
9 
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Consider two-to-two particle scattering. For simplicity the particles will be 
the same type of scalar particle represented by a real field. The matrix 
element is represented by< p3,p4;outlp1 ,p2;in >,where Pl, P2 are the 4-
momenta of the incoming particles, and p3, p4 are 4-momenta for the outgoing 
particles. We now take these external states to be free fields in the limit where 
the time is the far future (past) for the outgoing (incoming) particles. For 
free real scalar field theory the field operator ¢(x) can be expressed as a 
Fourier transform of the creation and annihilation operators, 
(1.35) 
with the inverse transform 
(1.36) 
The final state can be represented as< P41aout(P3) where the subscript "out" 
represents an outgoing state. We can re-write the matrix element as 
< P4;outlain(P3)1Pl,P2;in > 
+ < P4;outl(a0 ut(P3)- ain(P3))1Pl,P2;in >, (1.37) 
the first term is zero unless one of the incoming states is identical to the 
outgoing state with momentum p3; this is ignored, as it does not represent 
any scattering. In a free field theory the second term would vanish; however, 
we now take the annihilation operator to be the inverse Fourier transform 
of an interacting field. In the limit of the far past and the far future the 
particles will effectively become free and the inverse Fourier transforms give 
creation and annihilation operators for a free field theory. 
Inserting the inverse Fourier transform into the scattering part of the matrix 
element, 
J d3 ik·x l(k ·a ,.;,( ))I . lxo=oo xe < p4; out o + z O'f' x P1,p2; zn > xo=-oo 
= J d4 x3o (eik·x < p4; outl(ko + i8o)¢(x)IPl,P2; in>) 
= i J d4xeik·x < P4;outl((ko) 2 + (8o) 2)¢(x)IPl,P2;in > (1.38) 
10 
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To avoid an excess of subscripts we have replaced p3 with k. Using (k0 ) 2 = 
k2 + m2, where m is the mass of the particle with momentum p3 we can 
integrate by parts to obtain the following expression for the matrix element 
< p3,p4; outlp1,p2; in>=< p4; outlain(P3)1Pl,P2; in> 
+ i J d4xeip3 ·x < p4; outi(D + m2)¢(x)IPl,P2; in> 
(1.39) 
Repeating the procedure again for the incoming state with momentum p1 is 
analogous to using a0 ut (p3) = ain (p3) + a0 ut (p3) - ain (p3) in Eq. (1.37) and 
leads to the expression, 
(1.40) 
The important thing to note here is that in order to extract the part that 
has no scattering, the "out" operator is on the left and the "in" operator is 
on the right. When the procedure to express the element in terms of fields is 
applied the fields must be time ordered, that is the time ordered product of 
two fields T[¢(x)¢(y)] is equal to ¢(x)¢(y) when x0 > y0 and ¢(y)¢(x) when 
yo> xo. 
Repeating the procedure one obtains 
< p3, p4; outlp1, P2; in >=non-scattering+ 
i4 J d4x1d4x2d4x3d4x4e-iP1'X1-iP2·x2+ip3·xJ+iP4·x4(Dx1 + m2)(Dx2 + m2) 
(1.41) 
where "non-scattering" refers to those terms that do not have every particle 
involved in the scattering and so do not contribute to the calculation of two-
to-two scattering. The term < OIT[¢(xl)¢(x2)¢(x3)¢(x4)]IO > is the Green's 
function mentioned earlier. 
This is the LSZ reduction formula for two-to-two particle scattering for a real 
scalar field theory. In QCD fields that represent the quarks and gluons are of 
interest. Also an arbitrary number of particles in the final state is required. 
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In Eq.(l.41) the matrix element of momenta p1 -----> p4 is related to a Green's 
function of space-time co-ordinates x 1 -----> x4 . 
1.8 Path integrals and interactions 
In order to calculate various quantities in QFT, functions of the form 
(1.42) 
need to be calculated. This can be related to a path integral Z</> [4] 
(1.43) 
S</> is the action for the field ¢, and 'IJ¢ integrates over all values of the field 
¢> at every point in space and time. 
The relation between Eq.(l.42) and the path integral can be determined by 
considering the quantity 
(1.44) 
The states I rPi > and < ¢> f I are the initial and final states of the field ¢, i.e. 
the field at times t -----> ±oo. Considering the state of the field at each point 
in space and time separately one obtains 
(1.45) 
This is analogous to quantum mechanics, except that there the integral is 
over all spatial dimensions as opposed to the field at every point in space-
time. The constant C is removed when relating the initial and final states to 
the energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian 
n 
where (1.46) 
12 
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Making the substitution t ----+ t' = t( 1 -if), the initial state exists in the limit 
as t ----+ -oo. The extra imaginary exponent damps out all energy states with 
the exception of the lowest, namely the vacuum. Repeating this procedure 
for the final state allows Eq.(1.45) to be re-written as 
(1.47) 
The only remaining complication is that the time associated with fields in 
Eq.(l.47) is a real number multiplied by the complex factor (1- if). Taking 
f to be vanishingly small this leaves Eq.(1.47) unchanged. 
To simplify the expression in Eq. (1.4 7) the functional derivative is introduced 
_6_F[J( )] = 1. F[J(y) + f£5(
4)(x- y)]- F[J(y)] 
~J( ) y lm . u X E--->0 f (1.48) 
This defines the functional derivative with respect to J(x), where x is the 
4-dimensional space-time co-ordinate. 
Introducing a new path integral 
(1.49) 
J(x)¢(x) is a new source term added to the Lagrangian. Taking the func-
tional derivative with respect to J(x 1 ) gives 
(1.50) 
Eq.(1.47) can now be written as 
< OIT¢(xi) · · · ¢(xn)IO > 
= { Z¢
1
[J] (-it 6Jtxl) ... 6JfTn) Z¢[J]} IJ=O (1.51) 
Splitting the Lagrangian density into an interacting £ 1 and a non-interacting 
13 
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part £ 0 , the exponential for the interacting part can be expanded 
Zq.,[ J] = J TJ¢ ei J d4x.Cr(¢(x)) eiSo+i J d4xJ(x)¢(x) 
= J V<J> [1 + ~ ~! (i J d4x£1(¢(x)}) "] e;,<;d;Jd',J(•)•('). (1.52) 
Where S0 is the action for the non-interacting theory. 
The interacting Lagrangian is a function of the field, e.g. in ¢4 theory it is 
the field to the fourth power multiplied by a constant. We can then replace 
cp(x) in the interacting Lagrangian with -i ~J~x) 
Zq.,[J] 
= [1 + f 2_ (i J d4x.CI( -i-8-)) nl J TJcp eiSo+i J ct4xJ(x)¢(x) . (1.53) 
n=l n! 8J(x) 
To progress further the free field is chosen to come from a real scalar field 
theory where it obeys the Klein-Gordon equation. This is chosen as it gives 
a simple example. Using integration by parts on the action rewrites the path 
integral in Eq.(1.53) as 
(1.54) 
Defining the function f ( x, y) to have the property 
(1.55) 
where A(x) is an arbitrary function of x, and making the substitution ¢(x) = 
cp'(x) + J d4yf(x, y)J(y), one can re-express Eq.(1.54) as 
j 'JJ¢ exp [ -~ j d4 x¢(x)(D + m2)¢(x)- 2J(x)¢(x)] 
= j 'JJ¢' exp [ -~ j d4 x ¢'(x)(D + rn?)¢'(x) 
- j d4xd4 yf(x, y)J(x)J(y)] (1.56) 
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The ¢'-dependent part is a constant that will be eliminated when Eq.(1.51) 
is applied. Combining Eqs.(1.51,1.53,1.56) gives the result 
< 0\T<J)(xt) · · · ¢(xn)!O > 
where 
( -i)n~ · · · ~ [ L~=O *' (i J d4 z£r( -i~)) n] F[J] 
[L~=O *' (i J d4 z£r ( -i oJ~z))) n] F[J] 
F[J] = exp [~ J d4xd4yf(x,y)J(x)J(y)] . ( 1.57) 
This gives the desired term in Eq.(1.42) as a function of its co-ordinates, the 
function f(x, y), and the parameters of the interacting Lagrangian. 
In order to proceed further the function f ( x, y) needs to be explicitly ob-
tained. Eq.(l.55) still holds if f(x +a, y +a) is used in place of f(x, y), 
f(x, y) is just a function of the difference of its arguments i.e. f(x - y). 
Relating f ( x - y) to its Fourier transform 
(1.58) 
and using Eq.(l.55) gives f(x- y) as an integral over momentum 
f( - ) = J d4p 1 -ip·(x-y) x Y ( )4 2 2 e · 2n m - p (1.59) 
The integral over p0 runs over all real values of p0 divided by 1 - iE, this 
is due to moving time off the real axis so that Eq.(l.47) could be obtained. 
Alternatively the displacement off the real axis can be moved into the inte-
grand 
f( ) - J d4p 1 -ip·(x-y) x-y- -- e (2n)4 m 2 - p2 - iE ' (1.60) 
again E is arbitrarily small. It is useful to note that f(x- y) = f(y- x), as 
its Fourier transform is invariant under p -t -p. 
At this point the calculation is better understood if Feynman diagrams 
are used. For this the interacting Lagrangian needs to be chosen: for an 
example ¢ 4 theory is chosen. Here £r(¢) = ->.¢4 /4!, where >. is a di-
mensionless parameter of the theory. This means that the calculation for 
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Figure 1.1: Examples of Feynman diagrams with four external lines. 
< O\T¢(x1) · · • cp(xn)\0 > will consist of the function f(x- y), the param-
eter A and integrals over the dummy co-ordinates. The Feynman diagrams 
represent all the contributions to the calculation in Eq.(l.57) as diagrams. 
In this case -if ( x - y) is represented as a line connecting the points x 
and y, and -iA J d4 z is represented as a vertex of four lines at a point z. 
Lines between vertices are known as propagators, the propagator is then 
the two point Green's function. The mathematical expressions for propaga-
tors and vertices of various theories can be found in [1]. Contributions to 
< O\T¢(xi)¢(x2)¢(x3)¢(x4 )\0 > include the two diagrams in figure 1.1. The 
free ends of the external lines represent the co-ordinates x 1 · · · x4 . Each dia-
gram should be multiplied by a symmetry factor, it is clear that a vertex with 
four lines that do not end at the same place has 4! ways of being arranged. 
However, when the diagrams have loops this will no longer be the case and 
each diagram will be divided by its symmetry factor. 
If the parameter A is small then only diagrams with a few vertices need to 
be considered in order to obtain a good approximation. 
The diagrams from the denominator in Eq.(1.57) can be cancelled out: the 
denominator corresponds to all the diagrams with no external legs. The nu-
merator will have a diagram with the desired external legs and nothing else, 
also it will have diagrams consisting of that same diagram and a separate part 
which is the same as one of the diagrams for the denominator. As an example 
consider the first diagram in figure 1.1. This diagram appears in the numer-
16 
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Figure 1.2: Diagram eliminated by the denominator of Eq.(l.57). 
Xg 
Figure 1.3: Diagram that contributes to < OIT¢(xl) · · · ¢(xs)IO > but not to 2 
--> 6 scattering. 
ator along with the diagram in figure 1.2. These extra diagrams enhance the 
one in figure 1.1 by a factor of: 1 +contribution of all diagrams with no external legs. 
This factor is the contribution from the denominator, so in order to cancel out 
the denominator in Eq. (1.57) all diagrams with parts that are unconnected 
to the external legs are ignored. 
F\1rthermore, diagrams where all the external lines are not connected are also 
removed, as they will not correspond to the physical processes that are of in-
terest. For example 2----> 6 scattering would require< OIT<P(xl) · · · ¢(x8 )IO > 
to be calculated, but the diagram in figure 1.3 does not have any scattering 
17 
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between the initial state particles. 
As the transition amplitude of states with known momentum is of interest it 
is nice to have a set of rules to calculate the diagrams in terms of momentum. 
Eq.(1.41) has the factor i J d4xe-ik·x(Dx + m 2 ) for an external leg at point 
x, where k ( -k) is the momentum of an incoming (outgoing) particle. The 
-if(x- y) links the external leg to some vertex at the point y that has 
the integral J d4y associated with it. The operator i(Dx + m 2 ) acting on 
this integral will remove the -if(x- y) and replace any function of y with 
an equivalent function of x, as required by Eq.(l.55). With the x-integral 
added the term introduced from Eq.(1.57) effectively removes the function 
-if(x- y) for the external leg and changes the vertex integral so that it 
includes an extra exponential, i.e. 
for some arbitrary function A. 
After all the external legs are dealt with, the co-ordinates are eliminated by 
performing the integrals for all the vertices: as the space-time dependence 
for the propagators is just an exponential this integration leaves behind a 
momentum delta function. The Feynman diagrams now have momentum 
conservation at each vertex, and each propagator gives the Fourier transform 
of the propagator J d4xeip·x < OjT¢(x)¢(0)jO >= i/(p2 - m 2 + ic:). There are 
also some momentum integrals which are removed by the delta functions, 
leaving only unfixed momenta to be integrated over, and a delta function 
for momentum conservation of the external momenta. The delta function is 
then removed if M(p1p2 --> k1 · · · kn), introduced in Eq.(l.31), is calculated. 
One important piece of terminology is that the diagrams that contain no 
loops in some calculation are known as the tree-level diagrams for that cal-
culation. The diagrams with one loop (or one unconstrained momentum to 
integrate) are known as the one-loop diagrams, two loops known as two-loop 
diagrams, etc. 
The diagrams with the lowest power of the coupling (>.) are known as the 
leading order (LO) part of a calculation. Those with the next lowest power 
are known as next to leading order (NLO), then next to next to leading order 
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(NNLO), etc. 
1.9 Feynman rules in QCD/QED 
QCD is a theory of quarks and gluons, and deriving its Feynman rules is 
more complex than for an interacting scalar field theory. Many different 
texts including [1], derive the rules for QCD (and QED) Feynman diagrams. 
1. 9.1 QED Feynman rules 
The QCD Lagrangian is similar to the QED Lagrangian, and so before the 
QCD rules are introduced the QED rules will be covered. The QED La-
grangian is given in Eq.(1.18), and the Feynman rules for QED are shown in 
figures 1.4 to 1.6. 
-ieQ{p, 
Figure 1.4: QED vertex 
p--+ 
p 
(ip+m) 
p2-m2+iE 
Figure 1.5: QED propagators 
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p-t 
p-t 
p-t vs(p) 
p-t us(p) 
p-t 
Figure 1.6: QED external particles 
The external fermion lines introduce the spinors u(p), v(p), and their con-
jugates. External vector bosons introduce the polarisation vector EJ-L(p) and 
its conjugate. The notation of a slash through a vector denotes the sum 
~ = kJ-LIJ-L· The spinors and their conjugates obey the equations 
(;6- m)u(p) = (;9 + m)v(p) = 0 
u(p)(;j- m) = v(p)(;j + m) = 0. (1.62) 
The function u(p) obeys the Fourier transform of the Dirac equation, as does 
v(-p). 
EJ-L (p) is the polarisation vector for an initial state vector boson. This polar-
isation vector is transverse to the momentum for massless vector particles 
such as the photon, i.e. p · E = 0 
In addition to these rules any unconstrained momenta k caused by loops 
in the diagrams will be integrated by J d4k/(2n) 4 . The diagram will be 
multiplied by a minus sign for every fermion loop. 
It should be noted that the fermion components of the diagrams have an ar-
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row associated with them. For the external particles this determines whether 
they are fermions or antifermions. The QED vertex has an arrow going in 
and one going out, which keeps the number of fermions minus the number 
of antifermions the same. 
One complication with the rules for QED is that the photon propagator is 
not easily defined. The photon propagator will need to be the solution for 
the function D,,p(x, y) where 
(1.63) 
for some arbitrary function A(x). Eq.(1.63) has no solution, as will be demon-
strated shortly. 
Adding a term proportional to ( 8" A")Z to the Lagrangian will make no dif-
ference if the Lorentz gauge is chosen. Adding the term 
-~(&''A )2 2~ " (1.64) 
to the Lagrangian will alter Eq.(l.63) to the solvable equation 
(1.65) 
the solution to which is 
(1.66) 
As~--> oo as the extra term vanishes showing that Eq.(l.63) has no solution. 
The parameter ~ is chosen arbitrarily, and so results obtained from QED 
calculations should not depend upon this parameter. 
The QED Lagrangian will now become 
(1.67) 
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1.9.2 QCD Feynman rules 
Moving on to QCD, the Lagrangian must first be obtained, which turns out 
to be similar to the QED Lagrangian. 
Due to the colour charges the free quark part of the Lagrangian has three 
fermion fields 
3 
£ = L 1/Jj ( iOJLIJL - m )'l/Jj . 
j=l 
(1.68) 
The local transformation for the quark field that will leave the Lagrangian 
invariant will be of the form 
3 
'1/Ji(x) --t I: uij(x)'lj;j(x) . (1.69) 
i=l 
In QCD the quark field transforms in the fundamental representation of 
the continuous group of SU(3) transformations, that is the transformations 
uij(x) are 
U,;(x) = exp (it, et.(x)T,j) , (1.70) 
and Ut = u-1, det(U) = 1. These constraints leave transformations with 8 
parameters. The ya are the generators of SU(3), and for SU(N) they are 
Hermitian N x N matrices with the following properties 
(1.71) 
The commutator of these matrices is 
[T J'J ] = 'ifabcyc a, b ' (1. 72) 
the rbc are real and antisymmetric. They are known as structure constants 
and obey the relation 
L rbc fdbc = CAbad = Nbad. (1. 73) 
b,c 
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In order to make the Lagrangian of Eq.(l.68) invariant under the SU(3) 
transformation the derivative ()JJ. must again be replaced by a covariant 
derivative DJl' In this case the covariant derivative must obey the trans-
formation 
D'0---; Uik(x)Dt1 U1~(x) , 
D~~'l/Jj(x)---; Uik(x)Dtj'l/JJ(x) , (1.74) 
where a summation convention over colours is now assumed. Taking the 
form of the covariant derivative to be D'0 = ()JJ.r5ij - iA0 requires the new 
field AJJ. ( x) to have the transformation 
(1.75) 
where 
8 
AJJ. =g LA~Ta, (1.76) 
a=l 
and g is the QCD coupling constant. This field transforms in the adjoint 
representation of the group. 
Using the 8 fields in the covariant derivative to describe the gluons of QCD 
the free gluon Lagrangian, in analogy with QED, is 
8 
£=_!"'(a Aa- o Aa)(()JJ. Aa11 - o11 AaJJ.) 4L...,. J1. II II J1. ' (1. 77) 
a=l 
Defining a new field strength tensor with the covariant derivative in place of 
the partial derivative gives 
a 
t FJJ.II---; U(x)F1-111U (x) , (1.78) 
and a summation convention for the gluon colours is now assumed. Taking 
the trace can then create a Lagrangian that is invariant under the transfor-
mation in Eq.(1.75) 
(1. 79) 
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-iOabdlw (p) 
p2+iE 
(ip+m)oij 
p2-m2+iE 
Figure 1. 7: QCD propagators 
This can be written as 
where 
(1.80) 
(1.81) 
Clearly when the coupling is set to zero the Lagrangian returns to the free 
Lagrangian in Eq. ( 1. 77) 
Including the extra gauge-fixing part to obtain a propagator, the Lagrangian 
for QCD is 
(1.82) 
One way in which the gluon field in QCD differs from the photon field in QED 
is that photon field commutes with itself, which makes QED an Abelian 
theory. However, the gluon field has a non-zero commutator due to the 
commutation relations for the generators of SU(3), and so QCD is a non-
Abelian theory. 
For the work presented in this thesis it is sufficient to know that QCD Feyn-
man rules can be used to calculate a transition amplitude as a series in the 
QCD coupling. The extra Feynman rules needed for QCD are shown in 
figures 1. 7 and 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: QCD vertices 
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The vertex terms for the gluons are 
VJlvp(p, q, r) = 9J.tv(P- q)p + gJLp(r- P)v + 9vp(q- r)ll' 
w;i~~ = rbe rde(gJ1p9va- 9Jla9vp) + rce fbde(gJ1V9pa- 9J.ta9pv) 
+ rde !bee (g JlV 9ap - g J1p9av) ' 
~000~ 
(1.83) 
Figure 1.9: Parts of QCD Feynman diagrams that give a symmetry factor 
There are symmetry factors for gluon loops shown in figure 1.9. The first 
two diagrams have a symmetry factor of 1/2!, and the third has a symmetry 
factor of 1/3!. 
There are some unexpected inclusions to the QCD Feynman rules: the dot-
ted lines are the contributions from Faddeev-Popov ghosts [5]. The gauge 
transformations for the gluon field give physically equivalent field configu-
rations. Factoring out all the equivalent field configurations from the path 
integral leads to the extra Feynman rules shown. If there is a ghost loop, 
then just as with fermion loops, the diagram will gain an extra minus sign. 
The ghost-gluon vertex involve the structure constants of SU(3). For an 
A1elian theory such as QED the structure constants are zero and it is un-
surprising that there is no ghost contribution. 
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ij 
e q 
Figure 1.10: Leading order QED diagram for the R-ratio 
1.10 
The hadronic cross section from electron-positron annihilation depends upon 
the strong force and can be used to test QCD and determine its coupling. 
First the R-ratio is defined: 
(1.84) 
Assuming leading-order QED, the hadrons are produced from a quark anti-
quark pair. The only difference between the two processes is the charge on 
the outgoing particles. The R-ratio can then be simply calculated from the 
square of the ratio of the electric charges of the quark and the muon. As 
there is more than one type of quark, the ratio must be summed over all the 
possible types of quark. 
Re+e- = N 2::: Q} (1.85) 
f 
Here N = 3 is the number of different colours a quark can take, Q f is the 
electric charge of a quark of flavour f and the sum is over the different 
flavours of quark. 
Massless quarks and muons have been assumed in this argument. This is 
a valid assumption if the particle rest masses are negligible when compared 
with their energies. The sum is over those flavours of quark whose mass is 
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less than half the centre of mass energy, otherwise there would not be enough 
energy to produce the quark antiquark pair. 
Taking the sum to be over the u,d,s,c,b quarks, the approximation ofEq.(1.85) 
gives the R-ratio to be 11/3. In actual fact the R-ratio is found to be larger 
than this. Reference [7] gives the R-ratio to be 4.11 ± 0.16 when the centre 
of mass energy of the collision is 22 Ge V. 
This discrepancy can be used to measure the contribution from higher order 
diagrams. The correction from the leading order QCD calculation is an 
enhancement by the factor 1 +a where a = (g/27r) 2 [8]. The discrepancy 
found from experiment can then be used to obtain a value for the QCD 
coupling. 
1.11 Optical Theorem 
The QCD contribution to the R-ratio can be related to the vacuum polarisa-
tion. In order to see this the optical theorem needs to be applied. Consider 
an element of the 8-matrix 
where the 8-matrix S = 1 +iT. Eq.(1.86) is the matrix element for a two-
to-two-body scattering process: particles with momenta p1p2 scattering to 
particles with momenta p3p4 . Using the unitarity of the 8-matrix, i(Tt -T) = 
TtT, and inserting TtT between the initial and final states one obtains 
< P3P41TtTIPlP2 >= i[M*(P3P4 -t PlP2)- M(p1P2 -t P3P4)] 
(27r )46(4) (Pl + P2 - P3 - P4) · 
Combining this with the completeness of states gives 
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Figure 1.11: Hadronic correction to electron positron scattering 
We represent the intermediate state with particles of momenta q1 · · · qn by 
lq >;the sum is over all possible intermediate states. If we take the initial and 
final states to be identical, the right hand side of Eq.(1.88) is proportional 
to the cross section of two particles scattering into anything: 
(1.89) 
The optical theorem can be used in order to obtain cr(e+e- --> hadrons). 
Working in leading order QED the intermediate states inserted in Eq.(1.88) 
become hadronic states, so to calculate the hadronic cross section we need 
the invariant amplitude l\!f(e+(p1 )e-(p2 ) -. e+(pi)e-(p2 )) calculated using 
QCD and leading order QED. 
For massless electrons the haclronic cross section is given by 2scr( e+ e- --> 
haclrons) = Im[l\!f(e+(p 1)e-(p2 ) --> e+(Jh)e-(p2))], with s = (p1 + p2 ) 2 . The 
Feynman diagrams required to calculate the cross section are represented by 
figure 1.11 The photon propagator has the haclronic vacuum polarisation, 
represented by the clark circle in figure 1.11, inserted in order to obtain the 
QCD contribution. This covers all the QCD intermediate states that can 
be inserted into the propagator. The vacuum polarisation is clue to the 
propagator interacting with a quark current that is created and annihilated 
at two points, and so the vacuum polarisation is the correlation between two 
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quark currents, 
(1.90) 
IT'w(q) represents the vacuum polarisation, and j'1 (x) is a quark current. 
From current conservation it is clear that qlliTiw(q) = qviT11v(q) = 0. The 
only rank-2 tensors that IT11v(q) can depend on are the metric g'w, and qllqv. 
From these facts IT11v ( q) can be related to a scalar function 
(1.91) 
Using the Feynman rules for QED at leading order, the relation between the 
vacuum polarisation and the cross-section is 
(1.92) 
Due to the q2 + iE prescription for the propagator demonstrated in Eq. (1.60) 
the imaginary part of IT( s + iE) is taken; this is an analytical function and so 
(1.93) 
To leading-order QED the result for muon scattering is 
(1.94) 
The relation between the vacuum polarisation and the R-ratio is 
Re+e- = 12nlm(IT(s + iE)) = -6ni(IT(s + iE)- IT(s- iE)), (1.95) 
with IT(q2 ) given by Eqs.(1.90,1.91). Leading-order QED has been used here 
due to the relatively small size of the QED coupling: corrections due to 
higher order QED effects are taken to be negligible. 
It is convenient to define the Adler D-function: 
d D(s) = -12n2s-IT(-s). 
ds 
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Using Eq.(l.95) the following relation can be obtained 
1 1-s+iE D(t) Re+e- = R(s) = -. dt-- . 
2m, -s-ic t 
(1.97) 
This relation will become important later on in this thesis. 
1.12 Operator product expansion 
If it is assumed that short-distance (x -t 0) effects dominate Eq.(1.90), then 
the operator product expansion (OPE) can be applied [6]. This expansion 
replaces the product of the two currents with a series of suitable single op-
erators evaluated locally 
(1.98) 
n 
The dimension of the coefficients c~v(x) depends upon the operator. Placing 
the operators in order of their mass dimension, the first coefficient, which 
has the most singular behaviour in x, is for the operator 0 1 = 1. The first 
coefficient will be of order x-6 , while the next coefficients are of order x- 2 
and come from operators such as the product of two field strength tensors 
F::f3(0)F:;f3(0). Using the same arguments used to obtain Eq.(1.91), II(q2 ) 
can be written as 
iii(q2) = cl(q2) + (· .. )(q2)-2 + ... 
cl(q2)(gf-Lvq2- qf-Lqv) = j d4xeiq·xcfv(x). (1.99) 
The q2-dependence has come from the OPE coefficients only, and so the series 
can be ordered in terms of the q2-dependence of each part. The first coeffi-
cient is of order (q2) 0 and the next coefficients are of order (q2 )-2 . The cal-
culation from perturbative QCD gives the contribution from c1 ( q2 ) whereas 
the other coefficients are non-perturbative in nature. Assuming that short-
distance (high energy) effects dominate, the perturbative part from c1 should 
be sufficient. 
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1.13 Summary 
The theory behind the quarks and gluons that make up hadrons is Quan-
tum Chromodynamics. QCD is a quantum field theory that is described 
by a Lagrangian density that is a function of the theory's fields and their 
derivatives. 
The field's Fourier transform can be expressed in terms of creation and anni-
hilation operators. These operators when acting upon the vacuum produce 
states corresponding to a certain number of particles, each particle has a 
momentum associated with it. 
Physical observables such as the cross section can be calculated from the 8-
matrix, whose elements are the overlap of the incoming and outgoing states. 
Taking the limit of the far future and far past for outgoing and incoming 
states will allow these states to be described by a non-interacting theory, 
then through the Euler-Lagrange equations for the free fields the states can 
be related to the corresponding field. The L8Z reduction formula then relates 
the chosen 8-matrix element to a Green's function dependent upon the fields 
from the interacting theory. 
The Green's function produced from the L8Z reduction formula can be com-
puted from a path integral by considering all possible values of the field at 
every point in space and time. Expanding the result from the path integral 
as a series in some coupling constant that determines the size of the inter-
acting part of the Lagrangian gives a result in terms of simple mathematical 
constructs. The rules for Feynman diagrams give a simple way of expressing 
the calculation required for a particular 8-matrix element. 
The Lagrangian for QCD is similar to the QED Lagrangian. The QED 
Lagrangian has a vector (photon) field, and fermion fields. The interactions 
in QED are introduced when invariance under a local gauge transformation 
is demanded. The QED Feynman rules include propagators for the photon 
and fermions, and a vertex for a photon and two fermions. There is no 
vertex consisting of just fermions or photons, as the interaction part of the 
Lagrangian has no terms consisting of a single type of field. 
For QCD the local gauge transformations are given by the group SU(3). This 
amongst other things gives the theory 8 vector (gluon) fields, as opposed to 
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the solitary photon field of QED. The interaction Lagrangian does have parts 
that consist entirely of the gluon fields, giving vertices that have only gluon 
fields. 
There is also the added complication of ghosts in QCD which come from 
integrating out the physically equivalent field configurations in the path in-
tegral. 
The ratio of hadron production to muon production from electron positron 
annihilation, Re+e- was considered. This ratio can be computed using the 
optical theorem which links a cross section to the imaginary part of a matrix 
element. The matrix element contains the product of two currents, which 
through the operator product expansion is a series of operators of increas-
ing mass dimension multiplied by some coefficient function. The first such 
coefficient function can be calculated from perturbative QCD. 
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Renormalisation 
2.1 Introduction 
Higher order calculations in a QFT have integrals over the unfixed momen-
tum flowing through a loop in a Feynman diagram. These integrals are not 
necessarily finite. For example the QED Feynman diagram in figure 2.1 is in 
fact divergent, and for a fermion with unit charge this diagram gives 
(2.1) 
with k1 + k2 = q = k3 + k4 . The d4 k integral in Eq.(2.1) is the source of 
the divergence; the large k part of the integral is proportional to J d4 k 1 I k2 . 
Setting the upper limit of the magnitude of k in the integral to be K the 
large k part of the integral will produce something proportional to K 2 , the 
upper limit of the integral is infinite and so the integral diverges. 
The solution to this problem is the renormalisation of the theory. When a 
theory is renormalised the integrals have their divergent behaviour isolated 
by some mechanism. This is known as regularisation. One method of regu-
larisation is dimensional regularisation [9], which is often used in QED and 
QCD. Dimensional regularisation re-writes the theory with D space-time di-
mensions, the divergences then becoming poles in 1 I ( 4 - D). 
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Figure 2.1: 1-loop diagram in QED 
Figure 2.2: Tree level diagram for the same process 
The next step of renormalisation is to rescale the parameters of the the-
ory, the fields, masses and couplings, so that the divergences are eliminated. 
The rescaling leads to higher-order terms associated with the components of 
Feynman diagrams. For example the diagram in figure 2.2 contributes to the 
same process as figure 2.1 does. This diagram is of order e2 , but when the 
theory is renormalised the diagram has higher-order terms associated with 
it. The e4 term from these extra terms will have a part that cancels out 
the divergence from Eq.(2.1). If the theory is renormalised so that just the 
1/(4- D) pole is removed from the divergent integrals like Eq.(2.1) then 
the minimal subtraction (MS) scheme has been used [10]. If the quantity 
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1/ ( 4- D) -IE+ ln( 47T) is removed for every 1/ ( 4- D) pole, then the modi-
fied minimal subtraction (MS) scheme has been used. IE is Euler's constant, 
defined to be 
N 1 
IE = lim """"'- - ln(N + 1) = 0.5722 .... 
N -oo L..-.t n 
n=l 
(2.2) 
Unless otherwise stated the, MS-scheme will be used throughout this thesis. 
When the theory is regularised a new parameter with a mass dimension is 
introduced. For example in dimensional regularisation an extra parameter in 
the Lagrangian must appear. Consider the QED interaction in four dimen-
sions: the action will have the term 
(2.3) 
From Eqs.(l.13,1.14) the mass dimensions of the vector and fermion fields 
are (D- 2)/2 and (D- 1)/2 respectively. In D dimensions the interaction 
term must then become 
(2.4) 
f-L is a new parameter with a mass dimension of one. The Lagrangian can 
be written in terms of non-renormalised or bare fields and parameters as in 
Eq.(2.4), or in terms of renormalised fields and parameters with renormali-
sation constants when the theory gets rescaled 
The subscript r signifies renormalised quantities. The relation between the 
bare and renormalised coupling is 
Z-l f-L ( ) 
(D-4)/2 
e,. = e -
e ~L,. (2.6) 
The renormalisation constant Ze depends on ~t,., giving a non-zero de,./ df-L,. as 
D --> 4. This leads to the beta function equation. Dropping the r subscript 
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams contributing to Eq.(2.8) 
and taking a = e2 / 4n 
(2.7) 
The coefficients f3i can be calculated for QED. {30 = 3~ L 1 Q}, where the 
sum is over all the fermions that have electromagnetic charges. 
2.2 Example: Renormalised photon propaga-
tor 
For an example of renormalisation consider the photon propagator and its 
higher-order terms in momentum space 
(2.8) 
The physical photon field is related to the bare photon field via some renor-
malisation constant 
(2.9) 
The bare fields of the Lagrangian are identified by the 0 subscript. 
Examples of the diagrams corresponding to Eq.(2.8) are given in figure 2.3 
These diagrams can be divided into two sorts, those that can be split into 
two individual diagrams by the removal of a single propagator and those 
that cannot. The third diagram in figure 2.3 can be split up in this way 
whereas the second diagram cannot. The diagrams that cannot be split up by 
the removal of a single propagator are referred to as one-particle-irreducible 
diagrams (lPI diagrams). If the sum of all lPI diagrams is represented by 
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Figure 2.4: One particle irreducible diagrams represented as single diagram 
Figure 2.5: Feynman diagrams contributing to Eq.(2.8) using lPI notation 
a single diagram as in figure 2.4, then the Feynman diagrams for Eq.(2.8) 
can be represented as the sum of diagrams which have a photon propagator 
interspersed with a number of 1PI diagrams. 
These diagrams are then just combinations of the photon propagator and the 
two-point correlator of the electromagnetic current. The second diagram of 
figure 2. 5 is 
-idJ-La - -id(3v 
2 . iiTa(3(q) 2 . , q + Zf q + Zf (2.10) 
where q is the momentum flowing through the photon propagators. The 
function fra(3(q) is 
(2.11) 
Eq. ( 2.11) combined with current conservation can relate fraf3 ( q) to a scalar, 
in analogy with Eq.(1.91): 
(2.12) 
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propagator is split by n 1PI parts is equal to 
(2.13) 
The ~-dependent part has been ignored, as all ~ dependence vanishes when 
calculating a physical process. 
The part of :it~f3(q) with the lowest power of the coupling is given by a single 
fermion loop, and is 
(2.14) 
The integral in Eq. ( 2.14) when dimensional regularisation is used takes the 
form 
(2.15) 
The details of this calculation have been left out, and can be found in [1]. 
The sum of all the diagrams in figure 2.5 is 
(2.16) 
The perturbation series in the coupling for the summation in Eq.(2.16) is the 
same as that for l-~(q2 ). Returning to Eqs.(2.8,2.9), it can be seen that in 
order to make Eq.(2.8) finite the renormalisation constant ZA will have to be 
chosen so that it cancels out the divergence given by IT(q2 ). If the convention 
of the MS scheme is used then 
(2.17) 
The finite IE - ln( 4n) part is removed due to the choice of renormalisation 
scheme. 
QCD is a renormalisable theory, as was shown in [11]. This results in a 
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renormalised QCD coupling that has a dependence on some arbitrary renor-
malisation scale. Furthermore, renormalising QCD in different ways with dif-
ferent renormalisation scales leads to a truncated perturbation series which 
is scheme dependent. This scheme dependence renders calculations in QCD 
perturbation theory ambiguous. 
However, in a QCD perturbation series there is often a logarithm taken to 
a power that increases with the order of the series. This logarithm contains 
the ratio of the renormalisation scale to some physical scale, and if the renor-
malisation scale is taken to be close to this physical scale then the series will 
converge faster to the full perturbation series. Often such physical scales are 
used for choices of the QCD renormalisation scale, else the series may not 
converge well. 
2.3 Renormalisation group 
There are an infinite number of ways of removing the divergences through 
renormalisation. The use of different renormalisation schemes for the same 
Green's function will yield different finite results. The finite renormalisa-
tion between different procedures constitutes the renormalisation group [12]. 
Consider a renormalised Green's function G. This is related to the bare 
Green's function Gs 
Gs = ZG. (2.18) 
In another renormalisation scheme one has 
Gs = ZG. (2.19) 
From the ratio of the two renormalised Green's functions one obtains a finite 
renormalisation G z 
z=-= ~ G Z. (2.20) 
A physical process must have a unique solution, and so cannot depend upon 
the choice of scheme. It was shown earlier that a physical process calculated 
using a QFT will be obtained from a Green's function. A physical observable 
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R can be calculated in the two schemes 
R(Q,g,rn,~t) = R(Q,g,ihJl), (2.21) 
Q represents the physical scale(s) that R depends upon: the renormalised 
coupling, mass and the renormalisation scale change when moving from one 
scheme to another. Calculated from different renormalisation schemes the 
functional form of R and R will differ, but leave a result that is scheme 
invariant. 
Varying the renormalisation scale should not alter the result for any physical 
measurement 
dR 
M dM = 0. (2.22) 
Taking a generic physical quantity calculated from a theory with no mass 
terms in the Lagrangian this becomes 
(M :M + ;3(g) :g) R(Q, g, M) = 0, 
where ;3(g) is the beta function for the renormalised coupling g. 
dg 
;3(g) = M-d . 
~t 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
If R has zero mass dimension and depends upon only one physical scale then 
if the coupling is held fixed the only dependence on ~t must be of the form 
M/Q, and so 
( -Q 8~ + ;3(g) : 9 ) R (~,g) = o . (2.25) 
This shows that the observable has a scale dependence determined by the 
coupling's beta function, and the observable's dependence on the coupling 
i.e. its perturbation series. 
2.4 QCD beta function and scale dependence 
From now on any dependence on the QCD coupling will be given in terms of 
a= (g/27r) 2 , and that will also be called the coupling. 
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The beta function for a is 
[)a, ) 2 ( 2 ) pop = f](a = -ba 1 +ca.+ c2 a. + · · · , (2.26) 
in which the coefficients band care renormalisation scheme invariant. These 
coefficients have been calculated [13] as 
b = liN- 2N1 = _33_-_2_N-=--1 
6 6 
34N3 - NJ(13N2 - 3) 153- 19Nf 
c = 24bN = --12-b--=-- ' (2.27) 
N and N1 are the numbers of colours and flavours of quark respectively. c2 , 
and c3 have been calculated in the M S scheme [14] 
eMs_ 5714N5 + NJ( -3418N4 + 561N2 + 27) + Nj(224N3 - 66N) 
2 
- 3456bN2 
77139 - 15099N1 + 325N} 
1728b 
c&15 = [5196312(3 + 36389979- (351432(3 + 9705249)N1 
+ (116532(3 + 450585)N} + 2186N}J /(373248b) . (2.28) 
The function (n is the Riemann zeta function, defined as 
(2.29) 
If the beta function equation is integrated then one obtains 
1a dx (1-L) o (3 ( x) = k + ln A ' (2.30) 
where the constant of integration has had its infinite part isolated in k, 
leaving the massive constant A finite. If the choice k = J000 -bx2 ll+cx) dx 
used in [15] is made, then A will be represented by A. This choice A in the 
lvfS scheme can be related to the standard convention for AMs defined in [16] 
by 
(2.31) 
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Using this choice for k and A 
( J-L) 100 1 1a [ 1 1 ] ln --;:;- = 2 ( ) dx + 2 ( ) + -( -) dx . A a bx 1 + ex 0 bx 1 + ex (3 x (2.32) 
The second integral vanishes as a_. 0. This can be seen because 
1 1 - ( 1 + ea) + 1 + ea + e2 a 2 + · · · 
--+ = ~~--~----------~----(3 (a) ba 2 ( 1 + ea) ba 2 ( 1 + ea) ( 1 + ea + e2 a 2 + · · · ) 
e2 + e3a + · · · (2.33) b ( 1 + ea) ( 1 + ea + e2 a 2 + · · · ) · 
This means that the second integral in Eq.(2.32) for small a is e2a + O(a2 ), 
which vanishes when the limit a -t 0 is taken. 
Solving the first integral in Eq.(2.32) gives 
b ln ( ~) = ~ + e ln ( ea ) + 0 (a) . 
A a 1+ea 
(2.34) 
This equation shows the property of the QCD coupling known as asymptotic 
freedom, where the coupling vanishes in the limit where the renormalisation 
scale becomes infinite. Asymptotic freedom from Eq.(2.34) requires that the 
beta function coefficient b be positive. 
An equivalent approach can be used for a QCD perturbation series dependent 
on a physical energy scale [17, 18]. 
(2.35) 
where Q is the physical energy scale. If this series corresponds to something 
measurable it does not depend on the arbitrary renormalisation scale, i.e. 
J-L d~~ Q) = 0. For a dimensionless R( Q) the series coefficients r n ( Q, J-L) are 
dimensionless and so depend on the Q and J-L through the ratio Q / f-L· Note 
that this applies to a theory with only one physical energy scale, otherwise 
R would depend upon the ratios of such scales and J-L. Making use of the 
fact that a physical quantity is independent of the choice of renormalisation 
scale, 
dR( Q) _ f3( ) oR( Q) oR( Q) I _ 0 J-L d - a >) +J-L >) - , 
f-L ua Uf-L a. 
(2.36) 
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so 
arl(Q,f-L) 2 ar2(Q,f-L) 3 {J(a) (1 + 2rl(Q, fL)a(fL) + · · ·) + f-L af-L a (f-L) + /-L af-L a (fl) +.'. 
= {3(a) (1 + 2r1 (Q,f-L)a(f-L) + · · ·) 
- Qarl(Q, !-L) a2(!-L)- Qar2(Q, !-L) a3(!-L) + ... = 0 (2.37) 
aQ aQ . 
Rearranging Eq. (2.37) gives 
aR(Q) Q aQ = {3(a) (1 + 2rl(Q, {t)a(ft) + 3r2(Q, f-L)a2(!-L) + · · ·) (2.38) 
This can be converted into the Effective Charge beta function [19, 20] by 
considering the series inversion of Eq.(2.35), a(R) 
where P2 is the scheme-invariant combination p2 = c2 + r2- Tf- r1c. 
The same approach can now be applied to R(Q) as was applied to a(f-L), 
leading to 
(2.40) 
Asymptotic freedom can be seen to be exhibited by the perturbation series. 
Just as the coupling vanishes as the scale 1-L becomes infinite, the series R 
vanishes as Q ---+ oo. 
Inserting the perturbation series back into Eq.(2.40) relates AR to A 
bln (iR) = l-r1 +cln ( 1 :aca) +O(a) = bln (~) -r1 +O(a). (2.41) 
Setting 1-L = Q and taking the limit Q ---+ oo gives 
(2.42) 
Eq.(2.41) and Eq.(2.42) relate the ratio A/Q to the coupling a(Q): 
- = e-1/ba ca (1 + O(a)) . A ( ) -c/b Q 1+ca (2.43) 
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Eq.(2.43) shows that terms of the form ( AjQ )n that appear in the OPE are 
non-perturbative in nature. The right hand side of Eq.(2.43) has a vanishing 
power series expansion in a due to the e-l/ba term. 
2.5 CORGI 
Complete Renormalisation Group Improvement, or CORGI, is the summa-
tion of all physical ultraviolet logarithms of a perturbation series [21]. Some 
results from CORGI will be used in this thesis, and so an introduction is 
required. 
Starting with the perturbation series for a QCD observable of zero mass 
dimension, which depends upon a single energy scale R(Q), 
00 
= a(J-L) + 2.:: rn(Q, J-L)an+l(J-L) (2.44) 
n=l 
The choice of renormalisation scheme (RS) fixes the values of the beta func-
tion coefficients, and so it is conceivable that the choice of RS can be identified 
through the choice of these coefficients. In fact it has been shown [15] that the 
RS-dependence can be parametrised through the choice ofT= b ln(J-L/ A) and 
the scheme-dependent beta function coefficients c2 , c3 , • · · , allowing the RS 
dependence of the r n to be obtained through their derivatives with respect to 
T, c2 , c3 , · · ·. It was shown in [15] that a series truncated above the an+l term 
has a scheme dependence from T, c2, c3 , · · · of order an+2 which is cancelled 
by higher order terms. If there was some extra parameter determining the 
RS dependence of the series coefficients then the scheme dependence of the 
truncated series would no longer be of order an+2 , and the cancellation with 
the scheme dependence of higher order terms would be lost. 
Because R must be RS independent we know that if the sum in Eq.(2.44) 
is truncated so that we set r n = 0, n ~ rn, then the sum we are left with 
can only have an RS dependence of order am+l or higher. If we vary one of 
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the RS parameters but keep the others constant we can obtain the partial 
derivatives with respect to that parameter. 
Consider the solution to the beta function equation 
r dx Jo f3(x) + k = ln(Jl/ A) , (2.45) 
where k and A are constants. Partially differentiating this with respect to 
the RS parameters will tell us how a depends on the RS parameters [43]. 
fJa f3(a) 
OT 
oa 
OCn 
b 
-bf3(a) 1a (;~:)2)2 dx . (2.46) 
Expanding these in powers of a and demanding that the RS dependence of 
R( Q) cancels order by order we first arrive at the following equations for r 1 
(2.47) 
solving these equations one obtains 
r 1 = T- Po. (2.48) 
The constant p0 is an RS-invariant constant of integration [15]. Finding the 
partial derivatives for the other r n with r 1 replacing T gives [15] 
or3 = _ 112 . 
oc3 
(2.49) 
Note that for each rn we have fJrn/Ocm>n = 0. Integrating the partial deriva-
tives we arrive at [22] 
r 2 r~ + r 1c- c2 + X 2 , 
T3 ri + 5/2cr~ + 3X2rl - 2rlc2- c3/2 + x3 
(2.50) 
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The function fn represents the renormalisation group (RG) predictable parts 
obtained from all the previous parts of the perturbation series. That is, if 
we have a RS-independent series then the r 71 an+l part of the series will have 
a part that cancels the an+ I part of the RS-dependence of the previous parts 
of the series. This part of r 71 is represented above by the function fn· The 
Xn are Q-independent constants of integration; they cannot depend on the 
choice of RS, as the RS dependence is contained in the integration. 
Next we express our quantity R(Q) in terms of RG-predictable parts and 
the Xn 
R(Q) =a+ r1a2 + [(ri + r1c- c2) + X2]a3 
+ [(r~ + 5/2cri- 2r1c2- c3/2) + X2(3rr) + X3]a4 + · · · (2.51) 
All the parts not containing the RS invariant Xn when summed up will 
themselves be RS invariant. Similarly all the terms with an X 2 will sum to 
something RS invariant, and those with an X3, etc. What CORGI does is to 
include this summing up of the RS dependence in the coupling [22]. Looking 
at the parts that do not include the X 71 we can sum these up into a new 
CORGI coupling a0 
This CORGI coupling is equivalent to the choice of RS where r 1 = c2 = 
c3 = Cn = 0 [22]. Realising that, we see from Eq.(2.51) that our perturbation 
series for R( Q) becomes 
(2.53) 
By considering the equivalent choice of RS and substituting the above series 
into Eq.(2.39), relations between the Xn and the Pn can be obtained, for 
example X2 = P2, X3 = P3/2. 
The coupling a0 ( Q) now depends on the physical scale Q; this comes from 
the Q-dependence of the RS dependent parts of the rn. The ~L dependence 
cancels out: to illustrate this consider taking the derivative with respect to 
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ln 11 
flfJao = ;3(a)+2a;3(a)r1 +ba2 +3a2;3(a)(r~+cr 1 -c2)+(2br 1 +cb)a3 +0(a4 ). 
a11 
(2.54) 
The a2 and the a3 terms are zero in this expression, and if we included the 
higher order terms we would see that this is also true for those terms with 
4 5 t a , a , e c. 
The CORGI approach is equivalent to the effective charge approach at NLO 
[19, 20]. In the Effective Charge approach the beta function of the renormal-
isation scheme that sets all the perturbation series coefficients ( r 1 , r 2 , etc) to 
zero is chosen. This means that the observable itself has a beta function, and 
the Pn of Eq.(2.39) are the same as the beta function coefficients Cn. Solving 
Eq.(2.39) at NLO gives R(Q) in the same form as the CORGI series at NLO. 
2.6 Summary 
Higher-order corrections in perturbative QFT's can diverge due to the in-
tegration over unfixed loop momenta. The solution to this problem is to 
renormalise the parameters of the theory in the Lagrangian. 
The divergences are first regularised through some mechanism such as dimen-
siona.l regularisation. This isolates the divergences, and the relevant rescaling 
of the parameters in the Lagrangian, through the renormalisation constants, 
will then cancel out the unwanted divergences. 
A problem with renormalisation is that there are an infinite number of ways 
(schemes) of renormalising a theory, and different schemes of renormalisation 
can lead to different results for calculations such as a truncated perturbation 
series. The finite renormalisations that move from one scheme to another 
make up the renormalisation group. Any physical observable should be in-
variant under a transformation of the renormalisation group, as renormali-
sation is just a way of making sense of a calculation and different schemes 
do not have direct physical significance. 
When renormalising, a new parameter appears that has a mass dimension. 
The renormalised coupling depends upon such a scale, the scale dependence 
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being given via the coupling's beta function. Although an observable does not 
depend upon this scale a similar dependence upon some physical scale can be 
found from the coupling's beta function and the observable's dependence on 
the coupling. The Effective Charge beta function determines the dependence 
of an observable on the physical energy scale, Q, much in the same way as 
the beta function determines the renormalisation scale dependence of the 
coupling. 
The scale dependence of both the coupling and an observable are charac-
terised by the ratio of the scale to some parameter that comes from the 
constant of integration when the beta function is solved. 
A truncated perturbation series depends upon the choice of renormalisation 
scheme. In order for the whole series to be independent of the method of 
renormalisation there is a renormalisation-group-predictable part in each se-
ries coefficient that is required to cancel out the scheme dependence from 
the coefficients at lower orders in the series. Complete Renormalisation 
Group Improvement (CORGI) sums these predictable parts into the scheme-
invariant CORGI coupling, leaving behind a series with scheme-invariant 
coefficients. 
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Divergent Series And 
Renormalons 
3.1 Introduction to divergent series 
In this chapter we give a short introduction to renormalons. A review of this 
aspect of QFT can be found in reference [22]. 
We would like perturbation theory to be convergent, as this would allow us 
to reach any level of accuracy for a calculation provided we calculate to a 
high enough order. However, it turns out that the perturbation series diverge 
for any case of interest to this thesis. 
A simple explanation of why a perturbation series will diverge in QED was 
given by Dyson [23]. Consider a perturbation series for a measurable quantity 
R(a) 
(3.1) 
this is a standard QED perturbation series that would be obtained from 
Feynman diagrams. Assuming that for a small enough value of a this series 
will converge it follows that R(a) is an analytic function at a = 0. For a 
small enough value of lal the quantity R( -lal) will be an analytic function 
with a convergent series. 
However, having a well-behaved theory for negative values of a leads to 
problems. Consider a system of N charged particles: the energy of such a 
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system is given by 
1 
E ~NT+ -aVN2 
2 
(3.2) 
where T is the mean kinetic energy of a particle, and a V is the mean potential 
energy associated with a pair of particles. For a positive value of a Eq.(3.2) 
rises monotonically with N, whereas for a negative value of a there is a 
maximum value for the energy for some value of N. Beyond this critical 
value of N the energy will always decrease with increasing N, and for a high 
enough value of N the energy of Eq.(3.2) will drop below the energy of the 
vacuum. In the case of negative a the vacuum is unstable and will, through 
quantum tunnelling effects, eventually decay into regions of charged particles 
of the same sign of charge. With an unstable vacuum R(a) would not be an 
analytic function for negative a, and so by the argument given above, the 
perturbation series of Eq.(3.1) cannot be convergent for any non-zero a. 
This means that we deal with a divergent series and the level of accuracy is 
now determined by the size of the coupling. Consider a simple perturbation 
series F for an observable dependent on a single coupling a 
(3.3) 
with fn = AKnn!. Here A and K are just constants. The series has zero radius 
of convergence about a= 0. As we calculate each partial sum starting with 
f 0 , then !I etc, the series will appear to converge until we reach the fn 
such that lfnl/lfn-11 ~ 1/a. For the series given above this occurs when 
n ~ 1/(Ka), so the size of the coupling clearly limits how accurately we can 
evaluate this series. 
Although this series is not convergent, it may be asymptotic. That is for 
a region in the complex a-plane we can state how closely the observable is 
approximated by the series when it is truncated to any order. To be more 
specific there exist a set of numbers K N, which for a region in the complex 
a-plane obey 
N 
F'- L fnan+l < KN!aN+l! . (3.4) 
n=O 
Here F' is the quantity to which the series F is asymptotic. The KN reveal 
where to truncate to obtain the most accurate result from the perturbation 
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series. In QCD there is no non-perturbative definition of our quantity and 
so we can't say if our series is asymptotic or not. 
3.2 Borel integral and renormalons 
We would like to be able to evaluate the series in Eq.(3.3). The method we 
employ throughout this thesis to evaluate such series will be Borel summa-
tion. We evaluate this series through the Borel Integral 
F = 100 B[F](z) exp( -z/a) dz, 
where B[F](z) is the Borel transform defined by 
00 f k ~ kZ B[F](z) = 6 k,!. 
k=O 
This is based upon the integral 
Considering the coefficients fn =A( -K:)n, the Borel transform is 
00 ( )k 
-K:Z 
B [ F] ( z) = A L 
1 
= A exp (- K:Z) , k. k=O 
Evaluating the integral we arrive at 
l oo Aa exp( -z/ a)A exp( -K:z) dz = . o 1 + aK: 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
This result has the same perturbation series in a as the series given by 
the fn· In general if the series in a has a finite radius of convergence the 
Borel sum defined from the integral will equal the conventional sum of the 
series. Such summation methods are said to be regular. In such a case the 
Borel transform will have a series in z that is convergent for any value of 
z. This convergent series is then summed up inside the Borel integral, and 
the integral will return the result for the perturbation series. If the original 
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series has zero radius of convergence in a, then the Borel transform has a 
finite radius of convergence and must be analytically continued beyond its 
radius of convergence to define the Borel integral. 
The technique of using a perturbation series and evaluating it with the Borel 
integral does not give the value of its corresponding observable. Consider 
the quantity F = 1 :~a + exp(-1/o:): this differs in value from F but has 
the same perturbation series. Using the Borel integral F is evaluated to be 
the same as F. Non-perturbative terms like exp( -1/ a) are invisible to this 
technique. 
Cases where the perturbation series has zero radius of convergence are of 
interest, and so one can try to use the Borel integral to obtain a result. 
For example the series with coefficients fn = A( -K;)nn! has zero radius of 
convergence, but it does have a Borel transform 
(3.10) 
The Borel integral is then 
1
oo A A 
exp(-z/o:) = --exp(1/(K;o:))Ei(-1/(K;o:)). 
0 1 + K;Z K; (3.11) 
Where Ei ( x) is the exponential integral function 
Ei(x) = -loo exp( -t) dt. 
-x t 
(3.12) 
The Borel integral here is unambiguous, but in the next example we shall 
see a Borel integral that is ambiguous. 
Consider the coefficients f n = AK;nn!. In this case the Borel transform is 
A B[F](z) =A '"'(K;z)k = --L 1- K;Z) 
00 
k=O 
Evaluating the integral we arrive at 
1oo A A exp( -z/a) dz =- exp( -1/(tt.o:))Ei(1/(Ko:)). 0 1 - K;Z K; 
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The integrand has a simple pole at z = 1/ ""' which leads to the Borel integral 
not being exactly defined if "" > 0. Poles in the Borel plane arising from 
factorial divergence in a perturbation series are known as renormalons. 
Analytically continuing Ei(x) off the negative x-axis leaves us with an am-
biguity that depends upon how we integrate around the pole at t = 0. This 
leaves us with an ambiguous term in our evaluation of the series proportional 
to the residue, A/""exp(-1/(Mt)). This ambiguous term is non-perturbative 
in nature, and it is thought that ambiguities in non-perturbative contribu-
tions to an observable will cancel with this renormalon ambiguity. This is 
indeed the case in the O(N) 0'-model [24, 25]. 
In QFT one expects branch point singularities in the Borel plane [26, 27], 
giving a Borel transform of the form 
A 
B[F](z) = (1 _ ""z)l+~' (3.15) 
The Borel transform above corresponds to a series with the coefficients 
fn = A""n(n + 1)!/1!. In the limit of large n where the factorial divergence 
dominates these coefficients are approximately fn ~ A""nn~'n!/1!. Note that 
1! for a non-integer 1 is evaluated using the gamma function 
(3.16) 
The ambiguity in the Borel integral is the difference between integrating 
above and below the branch point. 
3.3 QED example 
Diagrams like those in figure 3.1 give rise to factorial divergences in QED. 
The diagrams have a chain of fermion loops inserted into an internal photon 
propagator. Because of the 2n fermion photon vertices these diagrams have 
an an contribution. Taking the propagator and inserting n loops into it leads 
to a factorial divergence [28, 29]. 
These diagrams are part of the photon vacuum polarisation in QED and 
so taking the derivative of the logarithm of the momentum of the external 
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Figure 3.1: Contributions to divergent series in QED 
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photons will produce a term that contributes to the Adler D-function when 
shifting from QED to QCD. The logarithmic derivative of these diagrams is 
then of interest. 
The contribution from the logarithmic derivative of the n-chain diagrams is 
proportional to [22] 
(3.17) 
where unit charges are assumed. 
The term in the square brackets comes from the renormalised fermion loop, 
with the renormalisation scale J-L. There are n loops, and that leads to the 
loop term being taken to the power of n. The scale Q2 is related to the 
external momentum q, Q2 = -q2 . The dimensionless scale k is the ratio 
k2 = k2 /Q 2 , k is the momentum flowing through the photon chain. F(k2 ) 
is a function of the scale k2 . The constant C depends upon the choice of 
renormalisation scheme, and for the M S scheme C = -5/3. 
Consider the case where n is large. Then for Q2 ,..._, J-L 2 the fermion-loop part 
will cause the large and small k2 parts of the integrand to dominate. The 
function F(k2 ) in the large and small k2 limits is 
F(k2 ) = Ak4 + O(k6 ln k2 ) 
F(k2 ) = : 2 (B ln k2 + B') + 0( 11~~2 ) 
small k2 
' 
large k2 , (3.18) 
where A, B, and B' are constants [30]. Splitting the integral in Eq.(3.17) at 
the point where the fermion loop term vanishes, and inserting the small and 
large k2 approximations for F(k2 ) gives the integral to be 
(3.19) 
For a large enough n factorial divergence takes over. 
For diagrams with more than one chain it is not hard to see that the factorial 
growth will not be as strong for the same order in a. 
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When calculating the diagrams in figure 3.1 the momentum flowing through 
the chain of fermion loops is integrated over. The second term of ( 3.19) 
(the part proportional to B) comes from the region of that integration where 
the momentum is large; these contributions are known as ultraviolet (UV) 
renormalons. The other terms come from the region of integration where 
the momentum is small (the part proportional to A); these contributions are 
known as infrared (IR) renormalons. The term "renormalon" was introduced 
by 't Hooft in [29]. 
3.4 Renormalons in the Adler function 
3.4.1 Perturbation series for V 
Moving to QCD, the photons are replaced by gluons and the fermions are 
quarks. Such diagrams contribute to the Adler D-function and are shown in 
figure 3.2. 
The Adler D-function defined earlier in Eq.(l.96) can be related to a QCD 
quantity V, as we shall see later: 
(3.20) 
where f represents a flavour of quark with electric charge Q1. The term Vis 
"the light-by-light" contribution and will be introduced in the next chapter. 
V can be split into a perturbation series, Vpr(Q 2 ), and a non-perturbative 
Operator Product Expansion (OPE) part, VNP( Q2 ), 
(3.21) 
Vpr(Q 2 ) can be expressed as a power series in the QCD coupling. 
00 
Vpr(s) = L dn(s, J-L2)an+l (Jt2) . (3.22) 
n=O 
Note that s is the physical scale associated with the Adler D-function, and 
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Figure 3.2: Contributions to divergent series in QCD 
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p, is the renormalisation scale. This perturbative part has the Borel integral 
(3.23) 
In section 1.12 the OPE was introduced, the non-perturbative OPE contri-
bution for V is 
(3.24) 
where the sum is over the relevant operators On of dimension 2n. P, denotes 
the scale that factorises out the short-distance perturbative effects from the 
long-distance non-perturbative effects, and Cn is the coefficient function. 
For the Adler D-function the relevant operator of lowest dimension is the 
dimension four gluon condensate, 
< O!Fa FJ.LVIO > J.LV a (3.25) 
Facto rising out the dimensionful scale A 2n from the operator expectation 
value, and combining with the coefficient function, the VNP(Q 2 ) component 
can be written as an expansion in A 2 / Q2 with overall coefficients Cn 
(3.26) 
These coefficients are themselves series expansions in the coupling a, 
(3.27) 
where c5n is related to the anomalous dimension of the operator On. 
The n fermion loops in the chain give the dependence on the number of 
flavours of quarks to be NJ, where N1 is the number of flavours of quarks 
considered. Diagrams with extra chains will have a lower power of N1 at the 
same order in perturbation theory, and additional gluon propagators increase 
the power of the coupling, but not the power of N1. The contribution to the 
Adler D-function from figure 3.2 gives the largest power contribution from 
N 1, and so in the large-N1 limit these diagrams give the coefficients in the 
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perturbation series. In other words, if the series coefficients are written as 
n 
d - ""d[kJNk n- L......t 'n f ' 
k=O 
then the diagrams of figure 3.2 give the value d~J. 
(3.28) 
The diagrams of figure 3.2 increase in value as a factorial in the number of 
fermion loops, as in the QED case, and if the contributions of this type of 
diagram are to be considered to all orders, then a resummation method such 
as the Borel integral is required. 
3.4.2 Leading-b approximation 
In QED the diagrams of figure 3.1 would include all diagrams with one chain 
within the fermion loop. However, in QCD the loops can also contain gluons 
and ghosts and so a large-N1 approximation will not cover all the loops in 
the gluon chain. With these new loops comes a dependence upon the gauge 
parameter, which the Adler D-function, order-by-order in the perturbation 
series, will not depend upon. 
One approach is to replace the series in Nf for each coefficient dn with a 
series in the first QCD beta function coefficient b. As the QED case has the 
first beta function coefficient to the power of n when there are n loops in 
the photon chain, expressing the QCD case in terms of its first beta function 
coefficient may describe the case for n loops in the gluon fairly well. Firstly 
the coefficients written as a series in N1 are re-written as a series in the first 
beta function coefficient b through the relation 
11 
Nf = -3b+ -N 2 ' (3.29) 
where N is the number of colours (N = 3 for QCD). This allows each coeffi-
cient dn to be expressed as a series in b, and if the leading-N1 series is known 
then this leading-b series can be calculated as well. 
Simply replacing the known leading-Nf term with -3b +liN /2 and taking 
the leading-b term in the hope that it will describe the single gluon chain 
diagrams needs some justification. Such a substitution is sometimes called 
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naive nonabelinisation (NNA). It should be noted that the result of this 
substitution is not equivalent to a set of diagrams. 
One advantage of a leading-b series is that it is independent of the choice 
of renormalisation scale when a one-loop beta function is used. This scale 
invariance can be seen from the scale invariance of the full perturbation series 
(3.30) 
In Eq. (3.30) the term an+l J1 d~ dn will cancel with all other terms of order 
an+l. With just a one-loop beta function this gives 
(3.31) 
This will apply as well to the leading-b coefficients, making the perturbation 
series scale invariant when only constructed out of them. 
Further justification for the leading-b series comes from considering the full 
gluon propagator within the quark loop of figure 3.2. 
Using all the different loops in the gluon propagator instead of just the 
fermion loop the gluon vacuum polarisation is then used n times. At one 
loop the gluon vacuum polarisation is [31] 
Ilgluon (k2 ) = a(J12 ) [ -~ (ln (~:) - ~) 
+; (1- 136 (1-~BFAI)(7+~BFM))] , (3.32) 
where the !VIS scheme has been chosen. The background field method (BFM) 
has been used to make this calculation; this is where the field has been split 
into a classical background field and a quantum field, and an effective La-
grangian for the quantum field is created. ~BF M is the BFM gauge parameter. 
The BFM does not work for nested loops, as the background field does not 
propagate inside the loops. The gauge parameter dependence can be ab-
sorbed into the logarithm for a suitable choice of renormalisation scale. Any 
scale-invariant quantity calculated in the leading-b approximation, such as 
d2 - di which in the leading-b case is the Effective Charge beta function 
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coefficient p2 (Eq.(2.39)), will then be independent of ~BFM· 
The leading-N1 coefficient dhn] is given by references [32-34] in terms of the V-
scheme [35]. This is the MS-scheme with 11 = e-516Q, which sets Q2ec / t-t2 = 1 
in Eq. (3.19). Here 11 is the renormalisation scale, and Q is the physical scale 
(i.e. D(Q2)). Inthisscheme 
-2 (n + 1) (-!) n [-2n- n + 6 
3 6 2n+2 
+ 16 l ~ m(1- 2-2m)(1- 22m-n-2)(2m+l n! (3.33) n+1 6 
~+l>m>O 
Expressing each coefficient, dn, as an expansion in the first beta function 
coefficient (b) one obtains 
(3.34) 
Using Eq. (3.29) d~n) = ( -3)nd~l, so the leading large-b coefficient can then 
be calculated to all orders 
d~n)(V) = -2(n+1)(!)n [-2n- n+6 3 2 2n+2 
+ 16 l ~ m(1- 2-2m)(1- 22m-n-2)(2m+l n! .(3.35) n+1 6 
~+l>m>O 
To arrive at a function to which the perturbation series, Vpr, is asymptotic 
Borel summation is used. The leading-b part of Vpr will be represented by 
v~I;},; this has the perturbation series 
(3.36) 
n 
Where the leading-b coefficients are (then) d~L)=d~n)bn and are used to ap-
proximate dn. 
The leading-b result for the Borel transform of the Adler-D function in the 
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Figure 3.3: Singularities in the Borel plane for the Adler D-function with the 
number of flavours chosen to be 5 corresponding to b = 23/6. 
V-scheme can then be obtained from Eq.(3.35) [36]. 
where Zj = 2j jb. 
The residues of the UVj poles, A0 (j) and A 1 (j), are given by [36] 
(3.38) 
The I Rj residues, B 0 (j) and B 1 (j), are directly related to the UV j ones, 
with B0 (j) = -A0 (-j) and B1(j) = -Al(-j) for j > 2. Bo(l) = B1(l) = 
B1 (2) = 0, and Bo(2) = 1. 
In figure 3.3 the singularities in the Borel plane are shown. The crosses 
represent the renormalon singularities, whereas the squares represent instan-
tons. Instantons are non-perturbative effects that are linked to the factorial 
growth of the number of diagrams with the order in a perturbation series. 
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The singularity due to the first instanton contribution in this case has been 
calculated to have a branch point of the form (1- zi4) 11(N-Ntll6 [37]. The 
location of the IR renormalons on the positive z-axis means that a choice for 
the prescription for integrating around these poles in the Borel plane must 
be made. These ambiguities are of the form as in section 3.2 when r;, > 0. 
The locations of the IR renormalons give a dependence on the energy scale 
that corresponds exactly with that of the terms in the OPE, as would be 
expected if the ambiguities are to be cancelled out. 
It is easy to check that, taking V in the Borel integral to be a generic QED 
or QCD observable with branch-point singularities ( 1 - z I Zk) _,k in the Borel 
plane, the resulting ambiguity for the singularity at z = zk is of the form 
(3.39) 
where K is complex. 
Using the one-loop form a(Q2 ) = 2lbln(Q2IA2 ), for the coupling after some 
choice of scale has been chosen to obtain the Borel integral, one finds that 
in the QCD case, 
(3.40) 
This has exactly the same structure as a term in the OPE expansion shown 
in Eq. ( 3. 26). It should be noted that in both cases the ( ~~ r terms start 
at the k = 2 term and not k = 1. The first IR renormalon is not located 
as one might expect at z = 2lb, but at z = 4lb, and in the OPE the first 
term that contributes to VNP is the mass-dimension-four gluon condensate. 
The idea is that the coefficient function, in particular the constant K, is 
ambiguous in the OPE because of non-logarithmic UV divergences [24, 38]. 
This ambiguity can be compensated by the IR renormalon ambiguity in the 
PT Borel integral, and so regulating the Borel integral, using for instance 
a principal-value (PV) prescription, induces a particular definition of the 
coefficient functions in the OPE, and the PT and OPE components are then 
separately well-defined. That this scenario works in detail can be confirmed 
in toy models such as the non-linear O(N) <J-model [24,25]. For the QED case 
the ambiguity corresponds to a Q2 I A 2 effect, so all-orders QED perturbation 
theory is only defined if there are in addition power corrections in Q2 . Such 
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effects are only important if Q2 rvA2 . Here A corresponds to the Landau 
ghost in QED, A2 rv 10560m 2 , with m the fermion mass. Thus in QED such 
power corrections can have no phenomenological consequences and can be 
completely ignored. 
The leading-b Borel integral for the Adler D-function can be solved in terms 
of the exponential integral function. The solution for the UV renormalons 
is [36], 
00 
v).#(s)luv = LzJ{ezi/av(s)Ei(-zJfav(s)) 
j=l 
where av(s) is the V-scheme coupling. 
The exponential integral function is defined in Eq. (3.12) 
For the IR renormalons a choice for the prescription for integrating around 
the poles along the positive z-axis in the Borel plane must be made. This 
prescription will manifest itself in how Ei(x) is defined for positive x. For 
now the principal-value prescription is chosen, which corresponds to Ei(x) 
being real for a real, positive argument. Performing the Borel integral one 
obtains, 
00 
+ L zj{ e-zi/av(s) Ei(zJfav(s))[zJfav(s)(Bo(j) 
j=3 
3.5 Summary 
(3.42) 
The perturbation series for some process calculated from a QFT may be 
divergent. In fact in QED it was shown by Dyson that the series will diverge 
for a non-zero coupling. 
The Borel integral is used to obtain a mathematical expression containing the 
coupling to which the series is asymptotic. Series with a factorial divergence 
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have zero radius of convergence in the complex coupling plane. Such a series 
can be evaluated using the Borel integral. 
In QFT one expects on general grounds factorial growth which will have 
branch points (poles) in the Borel plane; these are known as renormalons. 
These will be evenly spread in the Borel plane, with the spacing related 
to b, the first beta function coefficient of the QFT. The renormalons along 
the positive real axis of the Borel plane will lie along the path of the Borel 
integral, leaving an ambiguity in its evaluation. Such ambiguities are of the 
same form as non-perturbative corrections found in the operator product 
expansion and are expected to cancel with ambiguous terms found there. 
In QED a factorial growth of perturbation theory coefficients can be found 
when a chain of fermion loops linked by photon propagators is integrated 
with respect to the momentum flowing through the chain. By splitting the 
integral into high-and-low momentum parts the integral is estimated, giving 
a series with coefficients that have factorial growth. The low-momentum IR 
part has renormalons on the negative real axis of the Borel plane, but the 
high-momentum UV part has renormalons on the positive real axis, leaving 
the evaluation of the chain ambiguous. 
A diagram with such a single chain of fermion loops will give the term with 
the highest power in the number of fermions at each order in the perturbation 
series. This means that the contribution from the single chain gives the full 
result in the large number of fermions (N1) limit. 
In QCD the photons are replaced by gluons, which will have gluon and ghost 
loops as well as fermion loops inside them. The large-N1 approximation is 
not guaranteed to give the dominant factorial divergence as it is in QED. One 
approach to deal with this is to convert the large-N1 approximation into the 
large-b approximation, where b is the first beta function coefficient. 
A simple linear equation relates N1 and b, and the leading-b coefficient is 
proportional to the leading-Nf coefficient with the constant of proportionality 
( -3)71 , where n is the order of the perturbation series. Using the leading-b 
approximation the UV and IR renormalon contributions for the Adler D-
function are found in terms of the exponential integral function. 
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Infrared behaviour of Re+e-
4.1 Introduction 
Consider the QCD beta function 
a a 
a ln(11/ A) = f3(a) . (4.1) 
For small enough a the beta function is negative, causing the coupling to rise 
for lower values of ln(J-L/ A). If the beta function does not become zero for 
some positive value of the couping, then the coupling will continue to rise 
and eventually become infinite for a low enough value of 11/ A. For a one-loop 
or a two-loop coupling this "Landau pole" occurs when 11 = A, as can be 
seen by solving Eq.(2.32). 
Having an apparently infinite result from the perturbation series at some en-
ergy scale is often dealt with by assuming that the unknown non-perturbative 
part from the OPE will cancel out such a divergence. There are, however, 
other approaches that will leave the perturbative part expressed as a series 
of finite terms. 
One method alluded to earlier is having a beta function that becomes zero 
for some value of the coupling a*. The value of the coupling will rise and 
eventually reach the region of a*; there the beta function will be approxi-
mately 
f3 (a) ~ (a - a* ) {3' (a* ) . (4.2) 
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Solving the beta function equation around this region gives 
( Jt)l (a* -a) ex A , ( 4.3) 
--y = (3' (a*) is a constant which is positive in order to keep (3( a) < 0 for a < a*. 
The result of Eq. ( 4.3) is that for a = a* the scale It must be zero, and so the 
coupling never becomes infinite. 
In this chapter a method of summing the extra terms that come from the 
analytical continuation of the Adler D-function when calculating the R-ratio 
is demonstrated. This leaves behind a series of terms that are finite for any 
choice of scale, but when expanded in the coupling return the perturbation 
series for the R-ratio. 
4.2 Landau divergence of R 
Starting with the definition of the ratio Re+e-, which was introduced m 
section 1.10, for some value of the centre of mass energy squared s, 
The sum is over the different flavours of quarks, which we take to be massless 
in this case, and Q f is the electric charge of each quark. The quantity R( s) is 
the QCD correction to the parton model result, where the quarks produced 
by the electromagnetic interaction become part of the final-state hadrons, 
and in perturbative QCD it has the form, 
00 
R(s) = :L:)n(Jt2, s)an+l(~t2)' (4.5) 
n=O 
where r0 = 1 [8]. The variable It is the renormalisation scale that appears 
when the theory is renonnalised. The coefficients up to and including r 2 
have been computed in the !viS scheme with ~t2 = s [39]. R( s) is the small 
"light-by-light" part, with a perturbation series that starts at O(a3 ); this 
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contribution will be taken as negligible. A diagram contributing to the light-
by-light part is shown in figure 4.1 
q 
e 
Figure 4.1: Light-by-light diagram contributing to Re+e-
In section 1.11 the relation between the Adler D-function and the R-ratio 
was obtained through the optical theorem. This gave the R-ratio in terms 
of the hadronic vacuum polarisation, from which the Adler D- function is 
defined. 
The Adler D-function is related to its QCD quantity V in the same way as 
for the R-ratio in Eq.(4.4) (as was mentioned in section 3.4) 
D(Q2) = 32::Q}(l + V(s)) + (2:::: Q1)2V(s). ( 4.6) 
f f 
This result was mentioned earlier in Eq.(3.20). 
The relation between the Adler D-function and the R-ratio in Eq.(1.97) can 
be used to give us the perturbation series for R(s). The QCD quantity V(s) 
has a perturbation series associated with it: this series was introduced in 
Eq.(3.22) and takes the same form as Eq.(4.5). 
Using the relation between the R-ratio and the Adler D-function in Eq. (1.97) 
a relation between the QCD quantities R(s) and V(s) can now be found. 
1 ;-s+iE dt 
R(s) = -
2 
. V(t)- . 
7f'l -s-iE t 
(4.7) 
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Choosing a circular contour and changing variable we find, 
( 4.8) 
We have analytically continued the Adler D-function into the complex plane, 
with the complex variable t = ltleiO. We can expand a(!-l2 ) about the point 
1-l = 1-l') 
+ 
Choosing f-l2 = xt, f-l12 = xltl = xs, and inserting the beta function converts 
this into a series in a(xltl), 
The coefficients dn(s, f-l2 ) are dimensionless and so only depend on the ratio 
f-l12 Is, our choice of renormalisation scale has removed the e dependence from 
the coefficients. The e dependence of V(t) is now made clear, and we can 
now integrate to obtain the perturbation series in Eq.(4.5), 
R(s) a(!-l12 ) + d 1 (x)a2 (~-L'2 ) 
+ (d2(x)- d0 (x)1r 2b2 l12)a3 (!-l'2 ) + · · · (4.11) 
This, like the series for V( s), suffers from the problem of having a Lan-
dau pole in the coupling for a low enough value of /-l2 . Keeping tt2 fixed 
would avoid the Landau pole, but would make the series divergent, due to 
logarithms of ft12 Is in the coefficients. Another point worth noting is the 
size of the extra analytical continuation terms introduced into the series for 
R(s): for five flavours of quark with !-l2 = s we find d2 = -0.681369, r2 = 
-12.767065 [39]. Clearly the extra terms can have a large effect. We are 
able to calculate these extra terms occurring in any part of R( s) provided 
they only involve coefficients of V( s) that have been calculated; that is we 
can calculate all extra terms proportional to d0 , d1, or d2 . 
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We would like to be able to include all these extra terms. vVhat follows 
is a mechanism to achieve this which is equivalent to the approach in [40], 
and also to the Analytic Perturbation Theory (APT) approach initiated by 
Shirkov and Solovtsov [41, 42]. In the APT approach each term in the per-
turbation series for the Adler D-function is transformed using Eq.(1.97). The 
Adler D-function is then transformed back through the inverse transform 
2 2 rX! 1 
D(Q)=Q Jo (s+Q 2 )2R(s)ds. (4.12) 
The inverse transform will return the whole Adler function, non-perturbative 
part included. However such a transform will not transform back its pertur-
bation series 7J( Q2 ) due to the pole on the real positive axis of Q2 . 
For a physical choice of renormalisation scale J-L2 = t, the coupling to some 
power is transformed into a new function [an]an· For example in the case of 
the coupling to the power of one with a one-loop beta function 
2 
(4.13) 
The parameter A is defined by the convention of [15] when c = 0. The new 
coupling has an extra non-perturbative part that cancels out the Landau 
pole. This cancellation is unsurprising, as Eq.(4.13) keeps the coupling's 
scale away from the region of the unphysical pole. This can be seen more 
clearly through the relations 
D( Q2 ) = _!_ r)Q Jm[D( -t-ic:)] dt 
7r Jo t + Q2 ' 
R(s) = _!_ {oo Im[D(-t- ic:)] dt. 
7r Js t (4.14) 
The unphysical pole in the perturbative part of the Adler function is evaded 
and a finite series for D( Q2 ) and R( s) is obtained. 
Another possibility for producing a finite infrared freezing result for the per-
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turbative part of the R-ratio is that there is a fixed point in the Effective 
Charge beta function in Eq.(2.39). Consider the s-dependence of R(s) at 
NNLO, 
dR( s) b ( _ b 2 ( 2 ) s-- = -- p R )= - - R 1 + cR + P2 R . ds 2 2 ( 4.15) 
The condition for R( s) to approach the infrared limit R * as s -----> 0 is for 
the Effective Charge beta function to have a non-trivial zero, p(R*) = 0. 
At NNLO the condition for such a zero is p2 < 0. Putting N1 = 2 active 
flavours the NNLO RS invariant is found to be p2 = -9.72, so that R( s) 
apparently freezes in the infrared to R* = 0.43. The freezing behaviour was 
first investigated in a pioneering paper by Mattingly and Stevenson [48] in the 
context of the Principle of Minimal Sensitivity (PMS) approach. However, it 
is not obvious that we should believe this apparent NNLO freezing result. In 
fact p2 is dominated by a large b21r2 term arising from analytical continuation 
(AC) of the Adler function, with p2 = 9.40 - 1r2b2 /12. Similarly the N3LO 
invariant p3 will contain the large AC term -5cJr2 b2 /12. This suggests that 
in order to check freezing we need to resum the analytical continuation terms 
to all orders. 
Returning to Eq. ( 4. 7) it is clear that the Landau pole in a( t) which lies on the 
positive real axis is not a problem, allowing us to define R(s) for all s. First 
we will perform the e integral of Eq. ( 4.8) with a suitably large value of s so 
that we are not bothered by the Landau pole. We shall begin by considering 
the "contour-improved" series for the simplified case of a one-loop coupling. 
The one-loop coupling will be given by 
( 4.16) 
As described above, one can then obtain the "contour-improved" perturba-
tion series for R( s), 
00 
R(s) = Ldn(x)An+l(s), ( 4.17) 
n=O 
where the functions An ( s) are defined by, 
A ( ) - 1 17f dB n( iB) 1 17f dB an(xs) 
n s = 27r -7f a xse = 27r -7f [1 + ibea(xs) /2r ( 4.18) 
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Again we have set the renormalisation scale to be proportional to the physical 
scale ~t2 = xseie. Eq. ( 4.18) is an elementary integral which can be evaluated 
in closed-form as [52] 
~arctan (1rba(xs)) 
7rb 2 
An(s) 2an-l(xs) Im [(1 + ib7ra(xs))l-nl (n > 1). 
b1r(1- n) 2 (4.19) 
We then obtain the one-loop "contour-improved" perturbation series (CIPT) 
for R(s), 
Each part of this series corresponds to the resummation to all orders of the 
infinite subset of terms in Eq.(4.5) proportional to the relevant coefficient, 
that is proportional to d0 , d1, d2 , ... , etc. In each case the resummation is 
convergent, provided that ia(xs)i < 2j1rb; this holds true for the ultraviolet, 
s ---too limit, where the An(s) vanish. For a low enough value of s we have 
a singularity in the coupling. However, the An ( s), if analytically continued, 
are well defined for all real values of s. A1(s) smoothly approaches the value 
2/b from below, provided we are careful to remain on the branch of the 
arctan that keeps A1 ( s) continuous. To illustrate it is perhaps more useful 
to re-express the arctan as, 
2 (1rba(xs)) 2 [7r ( 2 )] 1rb arctan 2 = 1rb "2 - arctan 1rba( xs) (4.21) 
Here we stay on the same branch of the arctan for all s. For n > 1 the An ( xs) 
vanish for s ---t 0. 
We should also note that the functions An(s) in Eq.(4.19) can also be ob-
tained by simple manipulation of the dispersion relation in Eq.(1.97), which 
is defined for all real s. This avoids the possible objection that the contour 
integral in Eq.(4.8) is only defined for s above the "Landau pole". 
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Beyond the simple one-loop approximation the freezing can be analysed by 
choosing a renormalisation scheme in which the beta-function equation has 
its two-loop form, 
(4.22) 
This corresponds to a so-called 't Hooft scheme [53] m which the non-
universal beta-function coefficients are all zero. Here c = (153- 19N1)/12b 
is the second universal beta-function coefficient. The key feature of these 
schemes is that the coupling can be expressed analytically in closed form in 
terms of the Lambert W function, defined implicitly by W(z)exp(vV(z)) = z 
[54,55]. 
The Lambert liV function is similar to the logarithm; if the lV(z) that mul-
tiplies the exponential is removed from this definition then you are left with 
the logarithm, and like the logarithm there are different branches. For the 
logarithm, W = ln z, the branches can be chosen so that there is one branch 
that has Re W running from -oo ---+ oo, and I m W running from -i7f ---+ i1r. 
The other branches cover exactly the same range for Re W with the I m vV 
taking a range of 2i7f in width : i1r ---+ 3i7f, -i1r ---+ -3i7f, etc. Each of theses 
branches in the z-plane has a branch cut along the real negative axis. For 
the Lambert W function there is a similar structure when it is large and 
real. Taking the limit Re W ---+ oo there is a branch denoted by W0 with 
the imaginary range -i1r ---+ i1r. In this limit the branch W± 1 has the range 
for Im vV to be ±i7r ---+ ±3i7r, and so on for W±2 , etc. Taking the limit 
Re vV ---+ -oo the W±1 branches have an imaginary range running from 
0---+ ±2i7r, ±2i7r---+ ±4i7r for W±2 , etc. The vV0 branch closes up at a point 
on the real axis where Re W = -1. In the z-plane all the branches have a 
branch cut along the real negative z-axis except the W0 branch, this has a 
branch cut along the real negative axis starting at z = -1/ e. One important 
thing to note is that Wn(z) = W..:':n(z*). 
Solving the beta function equation one has 
1 
c[1 + W_l(z(M))] 
-Hn -"!' ( 4.23) 
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The "-1" subscript on W denotes the branch of the Lambert W function 
required for Asymptotic Freedom, the nomenclature being that of Ref. [55]. 
This choice is made as we need a real value for the coupling for large enough 
~t, the only branches of the Lambert W function that can take real values are 
W0 , n'±l· Asymptotic freedom would not be given by W0 , which would go 
to zero in the limit ~ --+ oo, giving a non-zero coupling. The choice of W_ 1 is 
made by demanding that W(z(~)) be continuous as a function of the phase 
of ~ when looking at the complex plane for ~ [54]. For this to be so the W1 
branch would return a non-zero imaginary part for the ~ = 1~1 case where 
we would expect a real coupling. It should be noted that this only applies 
for I m ln ~ > 0, i.e. ~~~~tl = ei'r 1 = 0 --+ 1r. For negative 1 the W1 branch is 
chosen. 
Taking the choice of renormalisation scale ~2 = xs , for the perturbation 
series of V(s) in Eq.(3.22), one can then expand the integrand in Eq.(1.97) 
for R(s) in powers of ii = a(xsei8 ) , which can be expressed in terms of the 
Lambert W function using Eq.( 4.23), 
-1 (4.24) 
ii = e[1 + W(A(xs)eiK0 )] ' 
where 
1 
( ) 
-b/2c 
- xs 
A(xs) =- =-
e A2 
J{ = -b 
' 2e ( 4.25) 
The functions An ( s) in the "contour-improved" series are then given, using 
Eqs( 4.24,4.25), by 
An(s) - _!_jrr dean= _!_jo de(- 1t [1 + lV1(A(xs)eiKo)rn 27f -7r 27f -7r en 
+ _!_lrr de(-lt [1 + W_l(A(xs)eiKO)rn. (4.26) 
27f 0 en 
Here the appropriate branches of the vV function are used in the two regions 
of integration. As discussed in Refs. [46,47], by making the change of variable 
w = W(A(xs )eiHO) we can then obtain 
( 4.27) 
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Noting that W1(A(xs)e-iK1r) = [vV_ 1(A(xs)eiK1T)]*, we can evaluate the ele-
mentary integral to obtain for n = 1, 
( 4.28) 
where the 2/b term is the residue of the pole at w = 0. For n > 1 we obtain 
An(s) = (-It Irn [ln ( HI_I(A(xs)eiK1T) ) 
cnK1r 1 + H1_ 1(A(xs)etl<1T) 
+ ~ k(l + W_1 (~(xs)eiK•))k] ( 4.29) 
Crucially the contribution from the poles at w = 0 and w = -1 cancel 
exactly. Equivalent expressions have been obtained in the APT approach 
[47]. Provided that b/c > 0, which will be true for Nf < 9, we find the same 
behaviour as in the one-loop case, with the An ( s) vanishing in the ultraviolet 
limit consistent with Asymptotic Freedom, and with An ( s) vanishing in the 
infrared limit for n > 1, and A 1(s) freezing to 2/b. To the extent that the 
freezing holds to all orders in perturbation theory it should hold irrespective 
of the choice of renormalisation scheme (RS), The use of the 't Hooft scheme 
simply serves to make the freezing manifest. Graphs of the functions An ( s) 
for n = 1 ---t 3 calculated in the 't Hooft scheme are shown in figures 4.2 to 
4.4. 
4.3 Freezing behaviour of the Borel integral 
In the previous section a series for R(s) was produced where each term in the 
series was finite for all s. There is still the problem that the series itself is still 
divergent due to the factorial growth of the series coefficients demonstrated 
in Chapter 3. This factorial divergence requires a method such as Borel 
summation to be used if the approach of the previous section is to be applied 
to all orders. 
Now let us turn to the infrared behaviour of the regulated Borel integral. 
First, using the relation in Eq. ( 4. 7) the Borel integral for R( s) can be ob-
tained. This may be split into its perturbative component Rpr( s), and its 
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Figure 4.2: A1 (s) 
10 
non-peturbative OPE component RNP(s), Inserting the Borel representation 
for Dpr of Eq.(3.23) into the dispersion relation of Eq.(1.97) one finds the 
representation 
1 1-s+i£ dt 1oo Rpr(s) = -. - dze-zfa(t) B[D](z) . 
27rz -s-i£ t o ( 4.30) 
For a one-loop beta function the t integration is trivial and one finds, 
(4.31) 
where B[D(Ll](z) (in the V-scheme) is given by Eq.(3.37). The coupling de-
pends upon the choice of scheme, and is given by a(s) = av(s) = 2/b(ln(s/ A~)). 
It is now possible to explicitly evaluate n);',j(s) in terms of generalised expo-
nential integral functions Ei(n, w), defined for Re(w) > 0 by 
. 100 e-wt E1,(n,w) = dt-. 
1 tn 
( 4.32) 
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Figure 4.3: A2(s) 
One also needs the integral 
ze =arctan -100 d -z/asin(7rbz/2) (1rba) 0 z 2 ( 4.33) 
Writing the 'sin' in Eq.(4.31) as a sum of complex exponentials and using 
partial fractions one can then evaluate the contribution to nCj:J(s) coming 
from the UV renormalon singularities, i.e. from the terms involving A0 (j) 
and A1 (j) in Eq. (3.37) [36] 
rn(L)( )I _ 2 (8(2 11) (1rba(s)) 
''-'PT s uv- 1rb 3 - 3 arctan 2 
j-oo 2 -
+ 1rb L (Ao(j)¢>+(1,j) + (Ao(j)- A1(j)zj)¢>+(2,j)) , (4.34) 
J=l 
where ( 2 = 1r2 /6 is the Riemann zeta-function, and we have defined 
( 4.35) 
To evaluate the remaining contribution involving the IR renormalon singu-
larities the integral must be regulated to deal with the singularities on the 
integration contour. For simplicity we could choose to take a principal value 
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Figure 4.4: A3(s) 
prescription. The function Ei(n,w) defined for Re(w) > 0 by Eq.(4.32), 
must be continued to Re( w) < 0. With the standard continuation one ar-
rives at a function analytic everywhere in the cut complex w-plane, except 
at w = 0; with a branch cut running along the negative real axis. Explicitly 
. (-wt-1[ n-11] 
Ez(n, w) = (n _ 1)! -lnw- 'YE + ~ m 
oo ( -w)m 
- ~ (m- n + 1)m! ' ( 4.36) 
m#n-1 
with 'YE = 0.5722 ... , Euler's constant. The ln w contributes the branch cut 
along the negative real w-axis. To obtain the principal value of the Borel 
integral one needs to compensate for the discontinuity across the branch cut, 
and make the replacement lnw-----> lnw +i1rsign(Im(w)). This leads one to 
introduce, analogous to Eq.(4.35), 
q;_(p, q) e-zq/a(s) ( -1 )q Im[Ei(p, ( -1/ a(s)) - i7rb/2zq)] 
e-zq/a(s) ( -1)q zP-1 
(p _ 1)! q 1rRe[(1ja(s)) + i7rb/2)P-
1
]. (4.37) 
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The principal value of the IR renormalon contribution is then given by 
R(L)(s)IIR = 2_ (14 _ 8(2) arctan (nba(s)) + 2B0 (2) ¢_(1, 2) 
PT nb 3 3 2 nb 
2 j=oo 
+ nb L (Bo(j)¢-(1,j) + (Bo(j) + B1(j)zj)¢-(2,j)) . (4.38) 
j=3 
The perturbative component is then the sum of the UV and (regulated) IR 
contributions, 
(L) (L) (L) 2 (nba(s)) Rpy(s) = Rpy(s)iuv + Rpy(s)IIR = nb arctan 2 
+ :b f= (Ao(j)¢+(1,j) + (Ao(j)- A 1(j)zj)¢+(2,j)) + 2B:i2) ¢_(1, 2) 
j=l 
2 00 
+ nb L (Bo(j)¢_(1,j) + (Bo(j) + B1(j)z1 )¢-(2,j)) . (4.39) 
j=3 
Note that the ( 2 contributions cancel, and one obtains the arctan term, which 
is the leading contribution, A1 (xs), in the CIPT /APT reformulation of fixed-
order perturbation theory with x = e-5/ 3 . 
In the one-loop (leading-b) case the V -scheme coupling a( s) becomes infinite 
at s = S£ A~. The e-z/a(s) term in the Borel integrand approaches unity 
at s = S£, but the trigonometric factor sin(nbz/2)/(nbz/2) ensures that the 
integral in Eq.(4.31) is defined at s = S£. For s < sL, however, a(s) becomes 
negative, and the e-z/a(s) factor diverges at z = oo, the Borel transform in 
the V -scheme does not contain any exponential z-dependence to compensate, 
so the Borel integral is not defined. We shall refer to this pathology of the 
Borel integral at s = sL as the "Landau divergence". It is important to 
stress that the Landau divergence is to be carefully distinguished from the 
Landau pole in the coupling. The Landau pole in the coupling depends on 
the chosen renormalisation scale. At one-loop order choosing an lvf S scale 
f-12 = xs, the coupling a(xs) has a Landau pole at s = A~Is/x. The Borel 
integral of Eq.(4.31) can then be written in terms of this coupling as, 
( 4.40) 
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In a general scheme the Borel transform picks up the extra factor [xe513]bz/2 
multiplying the V -scheme result. The Borel integrand is scheme (x) invari-
ant. The extra factor has to be taken into account when identifying where 
the integral breaks down, and one of course finds the Landau divergence to be 
at the same x-independent energy, s = sL = e513A~1s =A~. Thus the Borel 
representation of Eq.(4.30) for n}!:)(s) only applies for s?:_sL. For s < S£ the 
one-loop (V -scheme) coupling a( s) becomes negative. We can rewrite the 
perturbative expansion of Rpr(s) as an expansion in ( -a(s)), 
Rpr(s) = a(s) + r 1a2 (s) + r 23a(s) + · · · 
= -[( -a(s))- r1( -a(s))2 + r2( -a(s))3 + · · ·]. (4.41) 
The expansion in (-a( s)) follows from the modified Borel representation 
Rpr(s) = -100 dze-zf(-a(s)) B[R]( -z) 
1-oo dzezf(-a(s)) B[R](z) . ( 4.42) 
This modified form of Borel representation will be valid when Re(a(s)) < 0, 
and involves an integration contour along the negative real axis. Thus, it 
is now the ultraviolet renormalons UV k which render the Borel integral am-
biguous. 
The ambiguity in taking the contour around these UVk singularities (anal-
ogous to Eq.(3.40)) now involves (s/ A 2 ( Of course it is now unclear how 
these ambiguities can cancel against the corresponding OPE ambiguities. 
The key point is that since only the sum of the PT and OPE components is 
well-defined, the Landau divergence of the Borel integral at s = sL, must be 
accompanied by a corresponding breakdown in the validity of the OPE as an 
expansion in powers of (A 2 / s), at the same energy. The idea is illustrated 
by the following toy example, where the OPE is an alternating geometric 
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progression, 
1 A2 +-8 1 + ;2 
1 - (l,) + (l,) 2 - (l,) 3 + ... ( 4.43) 
At any value of s, RNP(s) is given by the equivalent functions in the middle 
line. For s > A 2 these have a valid expansion in powers of A 2 Is, the standard 
OPE, given in the top line. For s < A2 the standard OPE breaks down, but 
there is a valid expansion in powers of s I A 2 given in the bottom line. Thus 
for s < sL, the OPE should be resummed and recast in the form, 
( 4.44) 
The modified OPE can contain a Co term independent of s, as in the toy 
example of Eq. ( 4.43). In contrast any term independent of s in the large s 
standard OPE expansion would lead to a violation of asymptotic freedom. As 
a result RN p can have a non-vanishing infrared limit. Perturbation theory 
by itself cannot determine the infrared behaviour of observables, but a well-
defined perturbative component that can be computed at all energy values 
is a noteworthy feature. 
The terms present in this modified 0 PE should then be in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the UVn renormalon singularities in the Borel transform of 
the PT component, and the PT renormalon ambiguities can cancel against 
corresponding OPE ones, and again each component separately be well-
defined. The modified coefficient functions Cn will have a form analogous 
to Eq.(3.27), 
(4.45) 
The ambiguity (analogous to Eq.(3.40)) for the modified Borel representa-
tion of Eq. ( 4.42), obtained by taking UV k to be a branch point singularity 
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!1RpyceKa1- 0' ({,) k ( 4.46) 
Comparing with Eq. ( 4.45) one finds Jk = 1 - ik. The modified Borel repre-
sentation for R };'], valid for s < s L will be, 
R}ff(s) = -100 dze-z/(-a(s)) B[R(L)]( -z) . (4.47) 
This may again be written explicitly in terms of Ei(n, w) functions. One 
simply needs to change a(s) --+ -a(s), Zj --+ -Zj, and A1(j) --+ -A1(j), 
B 1 (j) --+ -B1 (j) in Eq.(4.39). One finds that the result of Eq.(4.39) is 
invariant under these changes, apart from the additional terms which we 
added to the Ei(n, w) in continuing from Re w > 0 toRe w < 0, in order to 
obtain the Principal Value. In fact the PV Borel integral is not continuous 
at s = S£. Continuity is obtained if rather than the Principal Value we use 
the standard continuation of the Ei( n, w) defined by Eq. ( 4.36). That is, we 
redefine 
( 4.48) 
This simply corresponds to a different regulation of singularities. We then 
see that Eq.(4.39) for nj;',},(s) is a function of a(s) which is well-defined at 
all energies, and freezes to 2/b in the infra-red. We note that the branch of 
the arctan changes at s = s L, so that the arctan smoothly changes from 
zero at s = oo to 1r at s = 0. Alternatively one can use the relation 
arctan(x) = 1rj2- arctan(1/x), used in Eq.(4.21). The connection with the 
CIPT /APT rearrangement of fixed-order perturbation theory is now clear. 
It is obtained by keeping the sin(7rbz/2)/(7rbz/2) term in the Borel trans-
form, and expanding the remainder in powers of z. Ordinary fixed-order 
perturbation theory, of course, corresponds to expanding the whole Borel 
transform in powers of z. The retention of the oscillatory sin factor in the 
Borel transform ensures that the reformulated perturbation theory remains 
defined at all energies. One finds the An(s) given by Eqs.(4.19) for s?:_sL, 
A ( ) -100 d -z/a(s) sin(7rbz/2) zn-l n s - ze , 
0 1rbzj2 (n- 1)! ( 4.49) 
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Similarly for sS,sL one finds 
A ( ) -1-oo d z/(-a(s)) sin(7rbzl2) zn-l n s - ze ( . 
0 7rbzl2 n- 1)! 
( 4.50) 
Thus the CIPT I APT fixed-order result should be an asymptotic approxima-
tion to the Borel integral at both large and small values of s. In figure 4.5 we 
compare the all-orders leading-b result for nf:,f,(s) given by Eq.(4.39), with 
the NNLO CIPT I APT prediction, 
(L) ( ) ( ) (L) ( ) (L) ( ) RAPT s = Al s + dl A2 s + d2 A3 s . (4.51) 
The one-loop An(s) are given by Eqs.(4.19) and, as in Eq.(4.39), the V-
scheme is assumed. We assume N1 = 2 quark flavours. One sees that there 
is good agreement at all values of s(A~. 
We now turn to the full QCD result beyond the one-loop approximation and, 
as in Section 4.2, it will be sufficient to consider the two-loop result since one 
can always use an 't Hooft scheme. Consider the Borel representation for 
RPT(s) of Eq.(4.30). We shall assume that, as in the leading-b approxima-
tion, the Borel transform B[V](z) in the V-scheme does not contain any 
exponential dependence on z, but is simply a combination of branch point 
singularities. It is then clear that the Landau divergence occurs when the fac-
tor e-z/a(-s) becomes a diverging exponential, that is when Re(11a( -s)) < 0. 
This shall be shown explicitly in Eq.(4.55). Thus the critical energy sL is 
given by the condition Re(1la( -s)) = 0. At one-loop level one has 
_1_ = ~ln (_!___) + i1rb 
a( -s) 2 A~ 2 ' ( 4.52) 
and so the condition yields s = S£ =A~, as we found before. At the two-loop 
level the situation is slightly different. Integrating the two-loop beta-function 
in Eq.(4.22) now gives, 
_1_ + cln [ ca( -s) ] = _
2
bln (A-s~) + i1r
2
b . 
a( -s) 1 + ca( -s) ( 4.53) 
The vanishing of Re(ll a( -s)) then corresponds to the solution of the tran-
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scendental equation 
{ [ ca( -s) l } b ( s ) Re cln ( ) = -ln ---1 + ca -s 2 A2 v ( 4.54) 
Assuming N1 = 2 flavours, which gives b = 29/6 and c = 115/58, one finds 
s = S£ = 0.4574Af1 . Since the Borel integral is scheme-invariant so must 
the value of S£ be. In particular the breakdown of the Borel representation 
would occur in any scheme, not just an 't Hooft one. We can perform the 
t-integration in Eq.(4.30) in closed form, and arrive at the two-loop Borel 
representation 
-21oo [e-z/a(-s+ic) 
Rpr(s) = -b dzlm 
7T 0 z 
-cezcEi(1,zc+ ( z .))]B[V](z). (4.55) 
a-s+ ZE 
The factor in the square bracket plays the role of the e-z/a(s) si(;~:/t)2 ) factor 
in the one-loop case in Eq.(4.31). It provides an oscillatory factor so that at 
s = S£ the Borel representation remains defined. For s < sL one must switch 
to a modified Borel representation as in Eq. ( 4.42), writing 
1 1-s+iE dt 100 Rpr(s) = --. - dze-z/(-a(t)) B['D]( -z) . 
27T'l -s-iE t 0 
( 4.56) 
Performing the t-integration this gives 
- dzlm ------
2 100 [ e-z/( -a( -s+iE)) 
7Tb 0 z 
ce-zcEi (1, -zc+ (-a(-: +iE)))] B['D](-z). (4.57) 
Unfortunately we cannot write down a function analogous to Eq.( 4.39) which 
gives Rpr(s) at all energies, because we do not know B['D](z) exactly. The 
two-loop situation, however, is the same as that at one-loop. The regulated 
representation of Eq.(4.55) applies for s?:.sL . Below s = S£ one needs the 
modified representation of Eq.( 4.57) . The perturbative component Rpr(s) 
then freezes to 2/b in the infra-red; we can see this if we split B['D]( -z) into 
(1 + (B['D]( -z) -1)). The part of the integrand proportional to B['D]( -z)-
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1 vanishes for all z from 0 -----+ oo in the infra-red limit. The remammg 
term integrates to give us A1(xs), which freezes to 2lb ass-----+ 0. There is 
again a direct connection with the CIPT I APT reformulation of fixed-order 
perturbation theory. 
Using integration by parts it is possible to show that for s?:_sL 
-21oo [e-z/a(-s+iE) 
An(s) = -b dz!m 
1f 0 z 
-cezc Ei (1, zc + ( z . ) )]-,--( _zn_--1- , 
a -s + tE n- 1)! ( 4.58) 
where the An(s) correspond to the two-loop results in Eqs.(4.28,4.29). Once 
again CIPT I APT corresponds to keeping the oscillatory function in the Borel 
transform, and expanding the remainder in powers of z. Similarly for s-:::;_sL 
one has, 
An(s) - dz!m ------2 100 [ e-z/(-a(-s+iE)) 
nb 0 z 
ce-zcEi (1,-zc+ (-a(-:+iE)))] 
6R(s) 
-0.005 
0.000 l 0.00 l 
s(A~ 
( -zt-1 
(n- 1)! 
1000 10000 
(4.59) 
Figure 4.5: oR(s) =all ordersR(s)- fixed orderR(s) at the one-loop level for 2 
flavours of quark. 
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Thus, as in the one-loop case, the CIPT I APT reformulation of fixed-order 
perturbation theory will be asymptotic to the Borel representations at small 
and large energies. We would like, as in figure 4.5 for the one-loop case, 
to compare how well the fixed-order CIPT I APT perturbation theory cor-
responds with the all-orders Borel representation. We are necessarily re-
stricted to using the leading-b approximation since this is the extent of the 
exact all-orders information at our disposal. One possibility is to simply use 
the leading-b result for the Borel transform, B[V(Ll](z), in the two-loop Borel 
representation of Eq. ( 4.55). The difficulty though is that with a( -s) the two-
loop coupling, the Borel integral is now scheme-dependent, since B[V(L)](z) 
has a scale dependence which exactly compensates that of the one-loop cou-
pling. Using a renormalisation scale f-12 = xs our result for Rpr(s) has an 
unphysical x-dependence. 
This difficulty is exacerbated if we attempt to match the result to the exactly 
known perturbative coefficients d1 and d2 , which we could do by adding an 
additional contribution (d1 - d~L))z + (d2 - d~L))(z2 12) to the Borel trans-
form. Thus, as has been argued elsewhere, such matching of leading-b results 
to exact NNLO results yields completely ad hoc predictions, which may be 
varied at will by changing the renormalisation scale [64, 65]. The resolution 
of this difficulty follows if one accepts that the standard RG-improvement 
of fixed-order perturbation theory is incomplete, in that only a subset of 
RG-predictable UV logarithms involving the energy scale s are resummed. 
Performing a complete resummation of these logs together with the accom-
panying logs involving the renormalisation scale, yields a scale-independent 
result. This is the Complete Renormalisation Group Improvement (CORGI) 
approach [18, 21] introduced previously in section 2.5. We can attempt to 
perform the leading-b M-independent CORGI resummation, 
v2i'6Rci(t) = ao(t) + X2ag(t) + LXAL)a~+1 (t) + ... ' ( 4.60) 
n>2 
so that the exactly known NNLO X 2 coefficient is included, with the re-
maining unknown coefficients approximated by X~L), X~L), .. . , the leading-b 
approximations. We stress that a0 (t) denotes the full CORGI coupling de-
fined in Eq.(2.52), with its t dependence given in terms of the Lambert W 
function in Eq.(4.23) with z = -1le(tiA'fv)-bl2c. One can define this formal 
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sum using the Borel representation of Dpr, 
Dpr(t) = 100 e-z/a(t) B[D](z) dz. (4.61) 
Combining this with the result for B[D(L)] in Eq.(3.37) the integral can 
be expressed in closed form in terms of the Exponential Integral functions 
Ei(n, w) of Eq.(4.32), with the result [46] 
D~f(1/a(t)) 
00 
j=l 
00 
+ L {- e-zi/a(t) Ei(1, -z1ja(t))[(zj/a(t))(Bo(j) + ZjBl(j))J 
j=3 
( 4.62) 
To define the infra-red renormalon contribution we have assumed the stan-
dard continuation of Ei(n, w) from Rew > 0 to Rew < 0, defined by 
Eq.(4.39). In [48] a principal value was assumed, which corresponds to adding 
-i1rsign(Im(z1ja(t)) to the Ei(1, -z1ja(t)) term. As we found for R{j:f(s), 
the principal value is not continuous at s = S£, whereas the standard con-
tinuation is. 
The leading-b parts of av and a0 are related via the scheme-invariant quantity 
p0 defined in Eq.(2.48), giving [46] 
(4.63) 
By equating the leading-b part of the CORGI and V-scheme series, the formal 
resummation in Eq.(4.60) can be related to the result of Eq.(4.62) [46], 
(L) ( ) (L) ( 1 (£)( )) ( (£)) 3( ) DCORGI t = Dpy ao(t) + dl v + x2- x2 ao t . (4.64) 
Once again a0 (t) is the full CORGI coupling, and d~L)(V) denotes the NLO 
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SR(s) 
s(A2 
Figure 4.6: c5R(s) = ng-Jmci(s)- RAPT(~) at the two-loop level for 2 flavours 
of quark. 
leading-b correction in the V-scheme. The X~L) can now also be obtained 
[ 
00 ( )k+lj (L) _ (L) a xn - Q:n+l L dk (V) (L) 
k=O 1 + ad1 (V) 
n I 
= ""'d(L) (V) n. (-d(L) (V))n-k 
L k k!(n-k)! 1 ' 
k=O 
(4.65) 
where Q:n+l denotes taking the coefficient of the an+l term. 
Inserting VcoRGI(t) inside the dispersion relation of Eq.(l.97) one can then 
define, 
1 1-s+iE v(L) (t) 
R(L) (s) = - dt CORGI . 
CORGI 27ri . t 
-S-~E 
( 4.66) 
This can be evaluated numerically. If we have ng-Jmci(s1 ) then we can obtain 
( 4.67) 
If we set s 1 to be large enough we can evaluate the s1 integral using the 
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circular contour in the s plane, as in Eq. ( 4.8). Combining this circular inte-
gral with the integrals above and below the real negative axis we arrive at 
R~2mc1 (s2), where s2 can be as far into the infra-red as we want. The all-
orders CORGI result can be compared with the NNLO CIPT /APT CORGI 
result: 
( 4.68) 
Here the An(s) are the two-loop results of Eqs.( 4.28,4.29), with A(s) = 
(-1/e)(JS/Av)-b/c in the CORGI scheme. Analogously to figure 4.5 we 
plot in figure 4.6 the comparison of the all-orders and NNLO APT CORGI 
results, where N 1 = 2 quark flavours are assumed. As in the one-loop case, 
there is extremely close agreement at all values of s. For the fits to low-
energy Re+ c ( s) data to be presented in the next chapter, therefore, we shall 
use the NNLO CORGI APT result. 
4.4 Euclidean freezing 
We can define the Adler D-function through the inverse transform shown in 
Eq.(4.12). That is, we can write, 
( 4.69) 
This was then used to obtain the APT coupling of Eq. ( 4.13). This Euclidean 
APT coupling freezes in the infra-red to 2/b, but this behaviour is induced 
by the second non-perturbative contribution, which cancels the Landau pole 
in the first perturbative term. Due to the lack of the oscillatory factor the 
Borel integral is potentially divergent at s = S£, leading now to a direct 
connection between the APT coupling and the Borel representation of VPT· 
One can explicitly exhibit this divergent behaviour working in the leading-b 
approximation. The Borel integral can then be explicitly evaluated in terms 
of exponential integral functions as in, Eq. ( 4.62). Using Eq. ( 4.36) one can 
find the divergent behaviour as s ~ S£ to be proportional tolna: 
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However, remarkably the factor in the square brackets vanishes and the re-
sult is finite at s = sL, provided that all the renormalon singularities are 
included. The individual renormalon contributions are divergent, but there 
is a cancellation between the UV and IR renormalons due to the relation 
(4.70) 
and the cancellation between the term zjB1 (3) and -z2B 0 (2). The above 
finiteness at s = S£ means that one can obtain a Vpr(Q 2 ) component well-
defined in the infrared by changing to the modified form of Borel integral 
for s < S£. One finds that Vpr becomes negative before approaching the 
freezing limit Vpr(O) = 0. Phenomenological investigations are planned [67]. 
Comparable investigations in the standard APT approach have been reported 
[68]. Unfortunately nothing is known about the full renormalon structure 
beyond leading-b approximation [36]. Correspondingly no analogue of the 
APT reorganisation of fixed-order perturbation theory asymptotic to Vpr is 
possible for the Euclidean case. 
It should be noted that in the case of Re+e- and D it is possible to say 
something about the separate infrared freezing behaviours of the perturbative 
and non-perturbative components. Arguments in the limit of a large number 
of colours [61] imply that D(O) = 0, or equivalently D(O) = -1. Furthermore 
according to [69] R and V should have the same freezing limit; this result 
comes from shrinking the radius of the circular contour in Eq. ( 4.8) to zero. 
One would infer then that RNP = -1- 2/b in that limit in order to be 
consistent with Rpr = 2/b. 
4.5 Summary 
A perturbation series for the QCD part of the R-ratio can be obtained from 
its relation to the Adler D-function. To obtain the series the coupling is 
expanded about its value on the real axis as a Taylor series. The perturbation 
series that results has the usual problem that the coupling has a pole for a 
sufficiently low energy scale. 
The solution presented here is to transform each part of the perturbation se-
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ries for the Adler D-function individually; the transform involves integrating 
the coupling in the complex plane of its scale. An important point is that 
the transform involves evaluating the coupling at scales that are not near the 
Landau pole, and so the result can be finite. What results is a series of terms 
that are finite summations of a sub-series in the coupling. Each part of the 
series will be a perturbative coefficient dn that comes from Vpr, multiplied 
by a function An+ 1 ( s). 
As all the beta function coefficients bar the first two are scheme dependent 
an 't Hooft renormalisation scheme can be used, where only the first two 
beta function coefficients are non-zero. 
There is the added problem that the series coefficients will have a factorial 
divergence, and so for the all-orders result the Borel transform will need to 
be considered. 
For a one-loop beta function there is a simple relation between the Borel 
transforms of Rpr and Vpr, and the Borel integral for R{j:) can be solved, 
leaving a result much like the result for v{j:J,. Both results have ambiguities 
arising from the choice of integrating around the IR renormalon poles. These 
ambiguities are related to the OPE. 
The coupling for a perturbation series will have a negative real value when 
a sufficiently low energy scale is considered. This leads to the Borel integral 
being re-written to obtain a series in -a as opposed to a. This then requires 
the Borel integral to go from z = 0 to z = -oo. This changes the source 
of the renormalon ambiguities to be the UV renormalons instead of the IR 
renormalons. This will lead to the ambiguities being of the form ( s I A 2)k 
as opposed to (A 2 Is )k. The 0 PE is modified as well, and a toy example 
shows that when moving to a low value of s, the OPE power expansion can 
be expressed as a series in ( s I A 2 ) with modified series coefficient functions. 
The ambiguities from the new coefficient functions will then cancel with the 
ambiguities from the UV renormalons. 
The Borel integral will return the An ( s) when acting on a Borel transform 
of zn-l l(n- 1)!, if the normal or modified Borel integrals are used. When 
expanding the Borel transform in powers of z one will return the same series 
that freezes whether the normal or modified Borel integral is used. 
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The prescription for integrating around the renormalons can be chosen so 
that the Borel integral for R )I:,). will be continuous from moving below the 
Landau divergence. 
Moving to the 't Hooft scheme the relation between the Borel transforms 
for Rpr and Dpr is more complex. However, the same approach as for the 
one-loop case can still be applied, yielding an infrared-safe Borel integral. 
Due to relations between the residues of the renormalon poles a finite result 
can be found for the Borel integral of the Adler D-function in the leading-b 
approximation. In general, however, such behaviour is not guaranteed. 
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data 
5.1 Mass thresholds of R e+e-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of CORGI APT and standard NNLO CORGI calcula-
tions of R e+e- (s) at low energies. 
In this section the NNLO CORGI APT perturbative predictions are com-
pared wit h low-energy experimental data for Re+e- . The discussion so far 
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has assumed massless quarks. To include quark masses we use the approxi-
mate result [44] 
Re+e- (s) = 3 L QjT(vj )[1 + g(vJ )R(s)J , 
f 
( 5.1) 
with the sum over all active quark flavours, I.e. those with masses m f < 
vs/2, and where 
Vj 
T(v) 
g(v) 
1 (1- 4mj/s)2, 
v(3- v2)/2, 
47r [~ - ~ (~ - ~) l 
3 2v 4 2 47r 
(5.2) 
For the theoretical predictions R( s) is taken to be the NNLO CIPT /APT 
CORGI result of Eq.(4.68). Starting with A~s = 216MeV for N1 = 5 , 
corresponding to the world average value a 8 (IV!z) = 0.1172 [71], R(s) is kept 
continuous as the quark mass thresholds are crossed. This then determines 
-(N) AM~ for Nf = 4, 3, 2, 1. Standard values for current quark masses for the 
light quarks are taken [71]: mu = 3.0MeV, md = 6.75MeV, ms = 117.5MeV, 
and also from [71 J the values for pole masses of the heavy quarks me = 
1.65GeV, and mb = 4.85GeV are used. The approximate result [44] uses 
pole masses in Eq.(5.2), so we use pole masses where we can. Using these 
values for the quark masses and a 8 (lvfz), we plot the resulting Re+e-(s) in 
figure 5.1. The solid line corresponds to the CORGI APT result for R(s) in 
Eq. ( 4.68). The dashed curve corresponds to the standard NLO fixed-order 
CORGI result, 
(5.3) 
The standard fixed-order result breaks down at s = A'b 
where there is a Landau pole. The APT result smoothly freezes in the infra-
red. The dashed-dot curve shows the parton model result (i.e. assuming 
R(s) = 0). 
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Figure 5.2: Data used to compare with model, statistical errors shown only. 
5.2 Experimental data 
For a recent comprehensive review see [70]. The experimental data used 
here come from a variety of sources. From the two-pion threshold up to 
y's = 1.43GeV references [80] are used; the data from these references are 
given as individual exclusive channels which must be combined to obtain the 
full hadronic cross section. For 1.43GeV --+ 2.0GeV data from [73], [74] are 
used, references [75], [76] are used in the region 2.0GeV --+ 5.0GeV. For 
5.0GeV --+ 7.25GeV data from [77] are used, and for 7.25GeV --+ 10.52GeV 
[78], [79] are used. These sets of data all give the inclusive total hadronic cross 
section. Above 10.52GeV the NNLO CORGI APT prediction is inserted in 
for Re+e-; this is represented by the continuous line in figure 5.2. 
In order to simplify the analysis of the data we do not use overlapping 
datasets, instead where one dataset overlapped another we simply took the 
better, smaller-error, dataset in the region of the overlap in y's. Errors were 
dealt with by taking each data point and calculating the effect of its statisti-
cal and systematic error. Each statistical error was added in quadrature with 
all other statistical errors. The contribution from the systematic error was 
added to the other systematic errors from the same dataset, then the contri-
bution from the systematic errors of each dataset were added in quadrature 
with each other and the contribution from the statistical errors. 
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Also narrow resonances that are not included in the data must be considered; 
the same approach as used in [48] is employed here. We assume that the 
narrow resonances have a relativistic Breit-Wigner form 
(5.4) 
where a is the QED coupling, and lvf, r, En, Bh are the mass, width, lepton 
branching ratio, and hadron branching ratio respectively. Since a narrow 
resonance is assumed, r is taken to be small, so the resonance can be ap-
proximated with a delta function 
9 A1r j1r 
R,.es(s) = 0'2 BuB~zA1r1f (s _ Jv£2 )2 + l'VI2 f2 
~ :;BuB~zMr1r6(s- M 2 ) . (5.5) 
0' 
The compilation of data for Re+e- is shown in figure 5.2. Narrow resonances 
are indicated by the vertical lines. Unfortunately it is not possible to directly 
compare the experimental data with the theoretical predictions. This is be-
cause there is not a direct correspondence between the quark mass thresholds 
in perturbation theory and the hadronic resonances. This difficulty can be 
overcome if one employs a "smearing procedure" demonstrated in the next 
section. 
5.3 Phenomenology 
In this section the smearing procedure proposed by Poggio, Quinn and Wein-
berg [44] is employed. The smeared quantity is defined to be 
R- -(·")=~1ood Re+e-(t) e+e s,u t 2 . 
1r o (t-s) +~2 (5.6) 
Re+e-(s) itself is related to the vacuum-polarisation function II(s), as was 
shown in section 1.11: 
Re+e-(s) = -61ri(II(s + iE)- II(s- iE)) , (5.7) 
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Figure 5.3: R(s; .6.) in the charm region, with .6. = 1GeV2 . 
that is, it is the discontinuity across the cut. Using the dispersion relation 
the smeared R e+e- (s; 6.) can be written as 
R e+e- (s; 6.) = -61ri (II(s + i6.)- II(s- i6.)) (5.8) 
If 6. is sufficiently large, one is kept away from the cut, and is insensitive 
to the infrared singularities which occur there. If both data and theory are 
smeared they can then be compared. One needs to choose 6. sufficiently 
large that resonances are averaged out. For the charm region it turns out 
that 6. = 3Ge V2 is a good choice, whilst for lower energies D. = 1 Ge V2 
is adequate. In figure 5.3 6. = 1GeV2 is chosen. Re+e- (s; D.) obtained 
from the data is represented by the solid line. The dashed-dot line is the 
smeared NNLO CORGI APT prediction, assuming the quark mass thresholds 
as above with the exception of the charm quark, for reasons that will be 
shortly discussed. The dashed line is the parton model prediction. The 
shaded region denotes the error in the data. It is clear that in the charm 
region the averaging is insufficient, although for lower energies the agreement 
is extremely good. Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding plot with D.= 3GeV2 . 
There is now good agreement between smeared theory and experiment over 
the whole s range, for me = 1.35GeV. An error band associated with the 
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Figure 5.4: R( s; tl.) in the charm region, with tl. = 3Ge V2 . 
6 
data has been included, but an error band for the theory prediction has 
not. There are several potential sources of error to consider. The first is 
the choice of renormalisation scale. The viewpoint taken here would be 
that the use of the CORGI scale corresponds to a complete resummation of 
ultraviolet logarithms. As has been argued in [18], attempts to estimate a 
theoretical error on the perturbative predictions by making ad hoc changes 
in the renormalisation scale, are simply misleading and give no information 
on the importance of uncalculated higher-order corrections. 
A common approach, for instance, is to use scales J-L2 = xs, where xis varied 
between x = ~ and x = 2, with x = 1 providing a central value. It should 
be noted, however, that were we to have used such a procedure it would 
not have led to a noticeable difference in the theory curves, since the APT 
has greatly reduced scale-dependence, as has been noted elsewhere [45]. A 
more important uncertainty is the precise value of the quark masses assumed, 
and in particular the choice of the charm quark mass me. To illustrate how 
this affects the results figure 5.5 shows the curves obtained if we assume 
me = 1.65GeV. As can be seen, the theory curve is now inconsistent with 
the data in the charm region, although for lower energies where the charm 
quark has decoupled, the agreement is again good. 
The uncertainty in the value of the mass of the charm quark is exceptionally 
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Figure 5.5: R(s; ~) in the charm region, with~= 3GeV2 here me= 1.65GeV. 
large. Looking at the different references used in [71] a value me= 1.35GeV 
for the pole mass is reasonable, and agrees well with [72], which is referenced 
in [71]. Part of the problem is the relationship between the pole mass and the 
M S mass for the charm quark, where the a~ contribution is larger than the 
a; contribution. Obtaining the pole mass through M S mass calculations, 
which is done in [71], is not very satisfactory. Reference [72] gives a pole 
mass of me= 1.33- 1.4GeV, and so the choice of 1.35GeV is reasonable. 
It is possible to extend the smearing to spacelike values of s. The correspond-
ing curves for Re+e- (s; .6.), with me = 1.35GeV, over the range -3 < s < 1 
GeV2 are displayed in figures 5.6, 5.7, for .6. = 1GeV2 , and .6. = 3GeV2 , 
respectively. The agreement between theory and experiment is extremely 
good in both cases. 
In figure 5.8 Re+e- (s; .6.) is shown in the upsilon region. The choice .6. = 
10GeV2 works quite well: the theory predictions for different mb values are 
displayed. A direct comparison between theory and data which does not 
involve smearing is possible if one evaluates the area under the Re+e- ( s) 
data, that is evaluates the integral, 
I(s) -18 Re+e- (t)dt ;, 
4m; 
100 
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Figure 5.6: R(s; .6.) in the spacelike region, with .6. = 1GeV2 . 
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Figure 5. 7: R(s; .6.) in the spacelike region, with .6. = 3GeV2 . 
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Figure 5.8: R(s; .6) in the upsilon region, with .6 = 10GeV2 . 
where s lies well above the low-energy resonances in the continuum. The 
theoretical and experimental I ( s) over the range 5 < ~ < 9Ge V are shown 
in figure 5.9. There is extremely good agreement. Finally, smearing can be 
avoided by transforming R e+e- (s) to obtain D(Q2 ) in the Euclidean region, 
using the dispersion relation 
( 2 ) 2100 ds ( D Q = Q 2 R e+e- s). 4m~ (s + Q2) (5.10) 
In practice a sufficiently large upper limit of 106GeV2 is taken. The theory 
and data results are shown in figures 5.10, 5.11 . There is good agreement. 
These results are comparable to the fit obtained in [81], and to the results 
in [42]. Similar plots to those presented have been made in reference [82] 
using the variational perturbation theory (VPT) method [83], 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter the QCD calculation for R is related to R e+ e- including mass 
thresholds. The resulting theoretical calculation cannot be directly compared 
with experimental data due to the non-perturbative nature of hadronisation. 
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Figure 5.9: Area under R e+e- (s) 
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Figure 5.10: D(Q2 ) calculated using APT. 
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Figure 5.11: Figure 5.10 viewed over a smaller range. 
The data and theoretical prediction can, however, be compared if a smearing 
procedure is used. 
As well as smearing, integrating Re+e- ( s) with respect to s, and transforming 
back to the Adler D-function are used to compare data and theory. Good 
agreement with the smeared NNLO CORGI APT results is found. 
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6.1 Hadronic decay ofT lepton 
Re+e- is not the only quantity that can be related to the Adler D-function. 
The ratio RT, defined to be 
R = r( T- --> l/T + hadrons) 
T r( T --> VTe-De) ' (6.1) 
can be related to a QCD perturbation series [84] 
nT is the perturbative QCD correction. The quantities Vud, Vus, 6Ew, and 
SEW come from the electroweak theory that describes non-QCD behaviour 
in particle physics. The electroweak quantities Vud and Vus are CKM mixing 
matrix elements, with values IVudl = 0.9738 ± 0.0005, IVusl = 0.2200 ± 0.0026 
[70]. The electroweak correction SEw takes the value SEw ~ 1.0194 [85]. the 
first term in the higher order electroweak correction is 6Ew = 5/(127r)a(m;) 
[84], where a is the QED coupling. There are power corrections including 
non-perturbative OPE terms represented by 6pc that have been estimated to 
be 6pc = -0.003 ± 0.004 [86]. 
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There is a relation between R 7 and V(s) similar to that in Eq.(1.97) [87] 
2 . 
1 1-mT+u dt ( t t3 t4 ) RT=-. -V(t) 1+2-2-2-6--8 ° 
27r'l -m~ -iE t mT mT mT (6.3) 
As with the R-ratio, the one-loop beta function provides a simple example. 
Solving the beta function equation and assuming the choice of J-L2 = xt for 
the renormalisation scale gives the familiar form of the one-loop coupling 
a(t) = 2 -bln(xt/A2 ) • 
In Eq.(6.3) the first part of the integral is equivalent to R evaluated at 
s = m;, and so can be approached in the same manner as one would for 
R( m;). The remaining terms for R 7 are included in the following 
n=l n=l 
00 00 
n=l n=l 
The An are given in Eq.(4.19). The new Am,n(s) terms can be obtained 
by taking the perturbation series for the Adler D-function and inserting it 
into the integral in Eq.(6.3). Making the change of variable to e such that 
tjm; = eiO gives integrals of the form 
(6.5) 
This gives the part of the integral in Eq.(6.3) with an an(t)(t/m;rn term. The 
change of variable used is the same as the one used in Eq. ( 4.8). Evaluating 
this integral one obtains for m > 0 
A ( 2) _ (-2m) n exp( -2m/ba) [r( 1 . 2m) m - -- -n + -2m1r - -
m,n 7 b 27rim ' ba 
2m ] 2 (2m) n-l 1 
-r( -n + 1, im1r- ba) + b b (n _ 1)! exp( -2mjba) , (6.6) 
where a = a(m;). For m = 0 the result is the same as for the An in 
Eq.(4.19). The integral of Eq.(6.5) has been solved in terms of incomplete 
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gamma functions, defined to be 
(6.7) 
Eq.(6.6) has asymptotic freedom as m; ---+ oo, but in the limit m; ---+ 0 RT 
becomes infinite. The integrand in Eq. ( 6.5) has a pole in the complex 8-
plane. In the case of R the prescription for dealing with such poles is clear, 
as there is only one choice that gives asymptotic freedom. However, here the 
residue of the pole is asymptotically free itself and the prescription for the 
path of integration becomes unclear. The choice of integrating e from -1r to 
7f along the real axis leads to the exponential term in Eq.(6.6) which gives 
the unfortunate divergence in the limit m; ---+ 0. 
The residue of the pole in Eq.(6.5) gives the infrared divergent part of Am,n, 
and so one can choose the path of integration in the B-plane to keep the Am,n 
finite. For this choice of integration contour the Am,n are now 
A (m2 ) = (-2m) n exp( -2m/ba(m;)) 
m,n T b 27fim 
[ 
2m 2m ] 
r( -n + 1, -inm- ba(m;))- r( -n + 1, im7f- ba(m;.)) (6.8) 
CIPT has been used extensively in phenomenological investigations of RT [46, 
65], and in these investigations the integral in Eq.(6.5) is performed around 
a circular contour. This path yields the result of Eq.(6.6). 
Graphs of the functions Am,n(m;) from Eq.(6.6), form= 1,3,4 with n = 1-3, 
are displayed in figures 6.1 to 6.3. 
Of course m; ---+ 0 for RT is not physically relevant, but there exists the 
spectral function 
(6.9) 
where shad is the centre of momentum energy squared of the hadrons. The 
variable s0 can take values below m;, and the spectral function can be related 
to the integrals required for RT [36, 46, 86]. So the s0 ---+ 0 behaviour of the 
spectral function is the actual problem we have in mind. 
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6.2 Borel representation for R 7 
It appears that the functions Am,n are ambiguous, and depend on the inte-
gration path in Eq.(6.5). However, as we shall now show, these functions 
correspond to a convergent resummation of an infinite subset of terms in the 
perturbation series for 1?..7 . The ambiguity is in fact a pathology of the repre-
sentation in Eq.(6.5) used to define Am,n· One should rather use a Borel sum 
to define Am,n· Since the Borel method is regular, as discussed in chapter 3, 
it is guaranteed to return the unique result corresponding to the sum of the 
series within its radius of convergence. 
Replacing the Adler D-function with its Borel integral converts Eq.(6.3) to 
the integral 
Rr = 100 (Io + 2!1- 2!3- J4)B[V](z) dz . (6.10) 
The Im are integrals of the form 
1 1-m~+iE dt ( t )m J = _ _ _ e-z/ a(t) 
m 2 . 2 . 
7r'l - m2 -ie t mr 
T 
(6.11) 
Solving the integrals Im one obtains mathematical expressions analogous to 
the sin;~:;t2) term in the Borel integral for R( s). 
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Solving Eq.(6.11) for the one-loop beta-function is straightforward; choosing 
a circular contour in the t-plane and making the substitution t = m;eie 
converts the integral to 
(6.12) 
The 8-integral gives the result 
Im = e-z/a(m;) sin(Kbz/2- m1r) 
Kbz/2- rrm ' (6.13) 
and setting m = 0 returns the familiar result for R( s) with s = m;. 
Inserting Eq.(6.13) into the integral in Eq.(6.10) gives the Borel integral for 
Rr to be 
R -100 -z/a(m2) ( 1 2 2 1 ) 
7 
- 0 e T Kbz/2 - Kbz/2- 1r + Kbz/2- 37r - 1rbzj2- 47r 
(7rbZ) sin 2 B[D](z) dz. (6.14) 
Use of partial fractions relates this to the form of the leading-b Borel integral 
given in [36]: 
R -1oo e-z/a(m;J ( 2 - 2 + 1 ) 
7 
- 0 1- bz/2 1 - bz/6 1- bz/8 
sin(zb;/2) B[D](z) dz. (6.15) 
7r z 2 
This is the same as the leading-b integral for R with some extra IR renormalon-
like terms inserted. 
It is straightforward for the analytic functions, Am,n ( m;) that make up the 
series for Rr to be related to the standard APT functions used for Re+c by 
looking at the Borel integral. Consider the Borel integral for the function 
Am,n, at one-loop order: 
A ( 2) = 100 -z/a(m;)sin(?Tbz/2- m1r) zn-l d mn ffi 7 e / ( ) Z. 
' 0 1rbz 2 - m1r n - 1 ! 
(6.16) 
If the denominator in the integral is expanded a series can be obtained that 
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consists of terms of the form you would find for Re+e-, i.e. the case with 
m=O: 
n-1 
z dz 
(n- 1)! 
= (-1)m+1 [ ( 2~1 ) nAn+1(m~) 
+ c~) 2 n(n + i)A.,+,(m;) + · l (6.17) 
The Am,n are then a series in An with factorially growing coefficients. This n! 
growth will be a problem if it also afflicts the series expansion in the coupling, 
then the Am,n would not correspond to resumming a convergent perturbative 
sub-series in the coupling. 
The Am,n ( m;) can be given as a series in the coupling: expanding all but the 
exponential into a series in z gives 
n-1 
z dz 
(n- 1)! 
= lao e-z/a ( -1 )m+1 f (-bz ) k 
0 m1r 2m k=O 
[
215,k-1 l (m7r)21+1] zn-1 L ( -1) (2l + 1)! -:-(n---1-:-)! dz · 
l=O 
(6.18) 
The term in the square brackets on the second line is part of the expansion 
for sin(x) where x = m1r, sin(m1r) = 0 and so this equation can be expressed 
differently 
(6.19) 
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Eq.(6.19) can be integrated into a series in a which is convergent with a 
radius of convergence of lal < 2/(7rb). This is due to the factorial in the 
denominator in the !-summation in the square brackets. This convergence is 
not apparent when observing Eq.(6.17). 
The Borel integral does give us a series for Am,n that is convergent for a small 
enough coupling, and so it is possible to equate the series with the different 
Am,n resulting from the different prescriptions for integrating around the pole 
in the B-plane. This means that a choice of a particular prescription can be 
shown to match the sub-series in the coupling for Amn. 
Performing the integral in Eq. (6.16) one obtains the expression given earlier 
in Eq(6.6) which corresponds to the standard CIPT used in RT investigations 
[46, 65]. To see this, first consider Eq.(6.16) with n = 1. Splitting the sine 
function into exponentials and making a change of variable returns 
1oo e-z/a(m;)sin(7rbz/2- m7r) dz o 1rbzj2 - m1r 
= e I m PV e-z/a(m;)+i1l'bz/2 _!_ 2 -2m/ba(m;) [ ~oo d l 
1rb -2m/b Z 
(6.20) 
The PV indicates that the principal value is taken. In Eq.(6.16) there is no 
pole in the integration. Taking the principal value in Eq.(6.20) ensures that 
it agrees with Eq.(6.16). Eq.(6.20) can be related to incomplete f-functions: 
1oo e-z/a(m;)sin(7rbz/2- m7r) dz o 1rbz /2 - m1r 
2e-2m/ba(m;) 
= 1rb Im [r(O, -2m/ba(m;) + i1rm) + i1r] , (6.21) 
where the i1r term is due to taking the principal value. This agrees with 
Eq.(6.6) for n = 1. Using induction the general case with n > 1 can now be 
solved. 
Assuming that then= k case agrees with Eq.(6.6), then= k + 1 case will 
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be 
100 -z/a(m2) sin(7rbz/2- m1r) zk d e r -- z 0 1rbzj2- rrm k! 
2m 100 -zja(1n2) sin(7rbz/2- m1r) zk- 1 
=- e r dz 
bk 0 1rbzj2- m1r (k- 1)! 
+- e-z/a(m;_) sin(7rbz/2- rrm) dz 0 2 1oo zk-1 
7fbk 0 (k- 1)! (6022) 
Denoting the integral in Eqo(6o16) as In, the recurrence relation is 
2m 2 m 1 i7fb -[( ) kl h+1 = bk h + 7fbk(-1) Im a(m;)- 2 0 (6023) 
This result shows that Eqo(6016) can be represented as a sum of terms in-
volving the coupling, and an incomplete f-functiono 
An equivalent recurrence relation can be obtained for the f-functions of 
Eqo(606)0 Assuming that the integral h agrees with Eqo(606) for n =kit can 
be shown that h+1 agrees with then= k + 1 case as well 
(
-2m) k+1 e-2mjba(m;.) 
-b- mn Im [ -r( -k, i1rm- 2m/ba(m;))] 
~ e-2mjba(m;.) (2m) k 
+ b k! b 
(
-2m) k+1 e-2mjba(m;_) [ 1 
= -b- 1rm Im kr( -k + 1, i1rm- 2mjba(m;)) 
__ 2m/ba(m;.)(-1)ffi - m o7f - e T m 1 
( 
2 
) 
-kl 2 -2mjba(m2) (2 ) k 
k e ba( m;) + 2 m + b k! b 
2m 2 m [( 1 i7fb) -kl 
= bkh + 1rbk ( - 1) Im a(m;_) - 2 ° (6024) 
The fact that Eqo(606) agrees with the result from the Borel resummation 
implies that one obtains the same result as a resummation of the pertur-
bation series for Rn since the Borel transform is regular. This is despite 
the seemingly non-perturbative term proportional to exp( -2mjba(m;)) that 
was left out in Eqo(6o8)0 
In the low energy m; < s L region the modified form of the Borel integral is 
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required. The Borel integral for Am,n ( m;) is now, using the same approach 
as was used to obtain Eq.(4.50), 
A (, 2)=-100 -z/(-a(m~))sin(7rbz/2+m7r)(-z)n-l mn mT e 
' 0 1rbzj2 + m1r (n- 1)! 
(6.25) 
Repeating as before, the n = 1 case can be evaluated, as can a recurrence 
relation. The n = 1 case will now be 
~e-2m/ba(m~) Im [ { 00 e-z/(-a(m~))-inbz/2 dz] 
1rb J2m/b Z 
= :b e- 2m/ba(m~) Im [r(O, -2mjba(m;) + i1rm) J , (6.26) 
which agrees with Eq.(6.8) for the form of Am, 1 (m;). 
Denoting the integral in Eq.(6.25) by In, the recurrence relation is 
2m1 2 ( )m [( 1 i1rb) -kl Ik+I = bk k + Kbk -1 Im a(m;) - 2 . (6.27) 
This recurrence relation plus the result for the n = 1 case shows that for 
m; < S£ the equation for the Am,n in Eq.(6.8) agrees with the Borel integral. 
Thus the functions Am,n(m;) have an apparent discontinuity at s = S£ of 
~ e:r-1 (n~l)!' Continuity can be restored by adding to Eq.(6.8) the term 
1 ( 2)111 ~ e:r- (n~l)!e2m/ba, which is an Xi non-perturbative effect of the same 
form as terms in the modified OPE (Eq.(4.43)). 
6.3 Two-loop results for Am,n(m;) 
Moving on from the one-loop case to the realistic case of full QCD we replace 
the 't Hooft scheme used in our treatment of Re+e- with the beta function 
da ba2 
{t- =-
dft 1- ca ' (6.28) 
This choice is made as it leads to a simple expression for R 71 whereas the 't 
Hooft scheme does not. 
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Following the one-loop approach we now solve Eq.(6.28), and obtain an ex-
pression for the coupling 
1 
a(s) =- cW(A(s)) ' (6.29) 
where 
xs 
( ) 
-b/2c 
A(s) = - J\.2 ' (6.30) 
and W is the Lambert W-function. A is the dimensionful parameter chosen 
using the convention of Eq.(2.32). The choice of renormalisation scale is 
f-L 2 = xs. 
Looking at this it is clear that to relate this to the two-loop coupling a2_1oop ( s) 
of Eq. ( 4.23) one has the relation 
( -2cfb) a( s) ( ) 2 ( ) 2 3 ( ) a2-loop se = ( ) = a s + ca s + c a s + · · · 1- cas (6.31) 
Using the integral in Eq.(6.3) with the change of variable to w = lV(A(t)) 
gives Rr as a combination of integrals of the form 
__ __ __ ( -w)-2cm/b C ( J\.2 )miW-!(A(-m~+i£)) ( 1 )n 
nbi xm;. w1 (A(-m~-i£)) cw 
exp( -2cmwjb) ( 1 + ~) dw. (6.32) 
The subscript of 1 or -1 denotes the correct branch of the Lambert W func-
tion chosen by demanding asymptotic freedom, as demonstrated in section 
4.2. Again this integral is ambiguous, and if m is non-zero then we cannot 
fix its value through asymptotic freedom. Choosing the path of integration 
that corresponds to the e integral from -n -----> 1r, and repeating the one-loop 
approach gives Eq.(6.4) for Rr(s ), with different An(s) and Am,n(s ). These 
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functions are now 
(6.33) 
In this case the integral that goes straight from W 1(A(-m;- iE)) to its 
complex conjugate W_ 1 (A( -m; + iE)), yields functions Am,n(s) that are not 
infrared finite. 
Am,n(s) ~ ( -1)" (r.~; r c..b:n-t) Im [exp( -27ricm/b) c:c r+Zmc/b 
( r( -n- 2mcjb, M1_ 1(A(sei1f))) + 2~c r( -n + 1- 2mc/b, W_ 1(A(sei1f)))) l 
- lim (-l)n ( j\22)m ( 2 1) Im [exp(-27ricm/b) (2mc)n+2mc/b 
u-+O+ Xrll7 1rbc11 - b 
(r(-n- 2mc/b, -1- ia) + 2~cr(-n + 1- 2mc/b, -1- ia))] . (6.34) 
The limit is taken due to a branch cut in the r-function. 
The infrared finite result for the Am,n ( m;) is 
Am,n(s) ~ (-l)n (X::; r (1fb:n-1) 
[ ( 
2 ) n+2mcjb 
Im exp(-27ricm/b) ;c {r(-n- 2mcjb, M1_ 1 (A(sei1f))) 
+b/2mc r( -n + 1- 2mcjb, vV_ 1(A(sei1f)))} J . (6.35) 
These functions and the An ( s) are displayed in figures 6.4 to 6. 7. The in-
tegrals for each of the functions Am,n ( s) have been solved in terms of an 
incomplete gamma function. If the 't Hooft scheme had been used then 
the (-1/cw) 11 term in those integrals would be replaced by (-1/c(1 + w)) 11 • 
The 't Hooft scheme would lead to an infinite series of incomplete gamma 
functions. 
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In the limit where the second beta function coefficient, c -----t 0, Eqs. (6.35, 6.34) 
become the same functions of the coupling as Eqs. (6.8, 6.6) respectively. One 
can see this numerically: taking xs/ A 2 = 100 and three flavours of quark the 
one-loop coupling has the values a(s) = 0.096510, a(sei1r) = 0.065860 + 
0.044929!. Eqs.(6.8, 6.6) for A1,2(s) take the values 0.0045445 and 0.0025692 
respectively. Using the relation vV_ 1(A(sei1r)) = -1/ca(sei7r) to insert the 
value of a(sei1r) into Eqs.(6.35, 6.34), one finds for c = 0.001 the values 
0.0045261, 0.0025584 for Eqs.(6.35, 6.34) respectively. For c = 0.000001 one 
finds 0.0045444, 0.0025691. 
For vanishing c Eq.(6.34) matches Eq.(6.6) and so for sufficiently large values 
of s = m; Eq. ( 6. 34) will correspond to the perturbative sub-series returned 
by the Borel integral. Similarly Eq.(6.35) gives the perturbative sub-series 
from the alternative Borel integral for sufficiently low values of s = m;. 
All that remains is to isolate where the change in the form of the Borel 
integral takes place. 
The choice of beta function used in Eq.(6.28) will return results similar to 
the previous two-loop beta-function, however this form of beta-function can 
be used to obtain the simple expressions for the functions Am,n(m;) as shown 
earlier. 
Proceeding as for the 't Hooft scheme, the integrals Im from Eqs.(6.10, 6.11) 
can be expressed as integrals in the value of the Lambert W-function that 
gives the value of the coupling. 
(6.36) 
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Again the integrals Im can be expressed as incomplete gamma functions, 
I = 2e -2m/ba(m;.) ( ( 2)) -2cm/b m nb e ea mT 
- me 1 2me me 
[ ( 
2 
( ) ) ( 
2 
) 
2mc/b 
Jm r -b-, ea(-m~ + ic) ze- -b- ze- -b-
( -2me 1 ( 2me)) -r -b- + 1' ea( -m~ + ic) ze- -b-
( 
2me) 2mc/b-ll 
ze---
b 
. (6.37) 
The point at which the Im diverge for large positive z and no longer diverge 
for large -z is the point of the Landau divergence introduced in section 4.3. 
This change occurs at the point where Re(a( -m; + ic)) = 0. This sL is 
different from the Re+e- case as a different beta function is used. It should 
be noted of course that m; is large enough that the choice of Eq.(6.34) should 
be used to evaluate RT itself. 
6.4 Phenomenology 
Previous use of expressing RT as the integral of a perturbation series (in 
Eq.(6.3)) as opposed to using the said integral to obtain a perturbation series 
can be found in [46, 65]. 
In calculating the all-orders CORGI resummation for the R-ratio, the circular 
contour that determined R( s) at high energy could use the NNLO contour-
improved CORGI result, for a sufficiently high value of s. However, due to the 
(t/m;)m factors in the integrand of Eq.(6.3) the difference that is negligible 
in R( s) for the calculation of such a circular contour will be enhanced by 
a factor of (t0 jm;)m where t0 is the radius of the circular contour for the t 
integral. This enhancement of the difference between the calculation and the 
desired result is a problem considering the relatively small value of mT. 
This means that the choice of prescription for integrating around the IR 
renormalons used in Eq.(4.62) cannot be used, as the Ei(1, -zJ/a(t)) term 
forbids a continuous circular contour of integration. Using the NNLO result 
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of fixed-order and all-orders calculations for R 7 . 
or calculating the two semi-circular contours separately will lead to a negli-
gible difference to the circular contour but will cause a massive difference to 
the result for R 7 . 
In this case, in defining the Borel integral we are forced to use the principal 
value prescription used by [36, 46, 65] to deal with the renormalons. This 
prescription will not give a result that is finite for all values of m7 ; however , 
it will allow a comparison with the series using the Am,n· 
The choice of beta function in Eq.(6.28) will still lead to a CORGI series for 
VPT· In this case instead of zero the scheme-dependent parameters will be 
set to the scheme invariants r 1 = 0, Cn = en. The coupling will be obtained 
from the new beta function and the Xn will be replaced by different scheme 
invariants Xn which are still obtained from Eq.(2.50) with r 1 = 0, Cn = en 
instead of r 1 = 0, Cn = 0. 
In figure 6.8 the all-orders calculation nSLbonGI and R 7 APT are compared, 
where 
RTAPT = A1(m;)+X2A3(m;)+ L (Am,l(m;) +X2Am,3(m;)) . (6.38) 
m=l ,3,4 
The Am,n(m;) are those of Eq.(6.34). 
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The all-orders leading-b result has been calculated with the same procedure as 
was used for R but with a principal-value prescription for theIR renormalons. 
From figure 6.8 it is possible to calculate the strength of the QCD coupling. 
Using [70] to provide the value of R7 one finds 
where B represents the branching ratio for a decay channel. Using elec-
troweak theory at leading order gives the QCD part to be R 7 = 0.1944 ± 
0.0077. For the fixed-order result m;/ Ab = 8.658~~:~~~, and for the all-orders 
result m;; Ab = 10.915~g:~~g 
From [70] m 7 = 1776.99~g:~~MeV. This value can be used to obtain the 
standard definition of the QCD A parameter for three flavours of quark using 
Eqs.(2.31,2.42). For the fixed-order result A~/5=3 = 382~~g MeV, and for the 
11 d 1 ANt=3 +12 M v a -or ers resu t 1115 = 340_ 13 e . 
6.5 Summary 
The ratio of the hadronic decay to semi-leptonic decay rate for the tau lepton, 
R 7 , can be related to the Adler D-function through a similar relation as is 
used for the R-ratio. Again at one-loop order the() integral of Eq.(4.18) is 
used. This time, however, there is an added complication: terms of the form 
eimO mean that the pole in the B-plane has a non-zero asymptotically free 
residue. The functions that then make up the series for R 7 are not exactly 
defined by the integral as, there is an ambiguity resulting from the pole's 
residue. 
To solve this apparent ambiguity the Borel integral is used to resum the series 
in the coupling that makes up the () integral. This series is convergent for a 
sufficiently small coupling, and the Borel integral returns the series for the 
integral. This then can be used to identify the correct choice of integration 
path for the () integral. 
For the more realistic two-loop case an ambiguity again arises when the 
integral for R 7 is calculated. By taking the second beta function coefficient 
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to zero, one can equate the one-loop function that corresponds to the Borel 
resummation to the equivalent two-loop expression. The two-loop function 
that is the resummation of the integral's sub-series is then identified. 
In both the one-loop and two-loop cases the function that corresponds to the 
Borel integral changes for a low enough value of m;; the relevant function in 
the limit where m; ---+ 0 is IR finite. 
With the two-loop Am,n determined it is possible to obtain a result using 
CORGI. The fixed-order and the all-orders Borel resummation results for 
Rpr can be compared. 
The QCD contribution RT can be related to the physical ratio itself ( RT) to 
obtain a value for the QCD parameter Av in terms of the mass mT, giving 
the parameter AMs· 
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Conclusions 
The work presented in this thesis attempts to make sense of a couple of 
problems that arise when one tries to relate an experimentally measurable 
quantity to a perturbation series when using the theory of QCD. These prob-
lems are the Landau pole that appears in the coupling, and factorial growth 
of the coefficients of the QCD perturbation series. 
In chapter 1 the theory of QCD was introduced, and the method with which 
to obtain a perturbation series that would predict the likelihood of some 
physical process occurring was outlined. The perturbation series is a power 
expansion in the QCD coupling with the series coefficients obtained from the 
QCD Feynman rules. 
Chapter 2 introduced the problem that the calculations required for the 
higher-order parts of a perturbation series appear to contain infinities. The 
method of renormalisation to remove these was introduced, and this in turn 
led to the scale dependence of a QCD coupling, leading to the first problem 
addressed in this thesis. The scale dependence of a QCD perturbation series 
is such that at very high energies QCD effects vanish (asymptotic freedom) 
but at a low enough energy scale there is an apparent Landau singularity in 
the coupling, and hence the perturbation series. 
Chapter 3 introduced the further problem that QCD perturbation series have 
zero radii of convergence due to the factorial growth of the series coefficients. 
The series, although divergent, may be asymptotic to some function of the 
coupling. The standard approach of Borel summation is demonstrated on 
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various examples; this technique evaluates a perturbation series in terms of 
the Borel integral acting upon the Borel transform. In QFT the poles in 
the Borel plane of integration known as renormalons are present, with those 
arising from the infrared part of a loop integral shown to give ambiguous 
results for the Borel integral. The cancellation of the infrared renormalon 
ambiguities with unknown OPE non-perturbative ambiguities is assumed, 
leading to a well defined QCD prediction. 
The expansion in the leading-b approximation is introduced; the factorial 
divergence obtained from this approximation is known in the V-scheme, and 
the renormalon structure for the Adler D-function is known in the leading-b 
approximation. 
If a method is introduced that solves the problem of the Landau pole arising 
from scale dependence, then this solution will still have to deal with the 
factorial growth of the series coefficients. 
The ratio of hadron to muon production from electron positron annihilation 
R has a QCD perturbation series. This series can be related using the optical 
theorem to the perturbation series for the Adler D-function D. These two 
perturbation series are related through a dispersion integral in the complex 
energy plane. If each part of the QCD series for D is transformed in order to 
obtain the QCD part of R, one will have a power series in the coupling that 
is convergent for a small enough coupling. Such a series is then equated with 
a function which will evaluate the series through analytical continuation for 
all values of the coupling, and give a finite result for all energy values. A 
series for R is then obtained in terms of these functions and the perturba-
tive coefficients of D. Such a series is given for the one-loop and two-loop 
coupling. 
These new functions multiplied by the series coefficients for D make up the 
perturbation series for R, this new series for R is then finite for all energies, 
and in fact all but the first term will vanish in the infrared limit, leaving a 
result that smoothly approaches a constant value in terms of the first beta 
function coefficient 2/b as the physical scale goes to zero. As this is shown to 
happen for a two-loop coupling, a 't Hooft renormalisation scheme is shown 
to give a finite full perturbation series for R. 
It should be noted that there exist non-perturbative corrections to the per-
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turbation series and so the 2/b result does not apply to the full QCD quantity. 
The series of finite terms still has the factorially growing coefficients which 
give the series a zero radius of convergence. A method of finding what the 
series is asymptotic to is then still required. The Borel integral, if it is to 
be used to evaluate the series at all energies, must be considered in the low 
energy limit. 
As the energy is reduced we saw that the Borel integral will inevitably become 
divergent when the real part of the coupling becomes negative. We referred 
to this as the "Landau divergence" and showed that the energy at which this 
occurs is scheme independent. Below this energy we needed to switch to the 
alternative Borel representation of Eq. ( 4.42) which is valid for when the real 
part of the coupling is negative. 
A Borel integral can be applied to the factorially growing part of D for all 
energies The modified form still has renormalons, only now the ultraviolet 
renormalons are the cause of ambiguities from the Borel integral for the 
perturbation series. The non-perturbative operator product expansion can, 
for a toy model, be shown to become a power series in terms that match 
the form of the ultraviolet renormalon ambiguity from the modified Borel 
transform. Again it is assumed that such ambiguities cancel to give a well 
defined quantity. Using these two forms for the Borel integral and the OPE, 
each part separately can remain well-defined for all energies. 
Now that the leading-b Adler D-function is well defined for all energies one 
can evaluate the leading-b part of the R-ratio. The results for factorial growth 
from the known leading-b approximation were shown to give a small correc-
tion to the NNLO calculation for R. 
For a comparison with experimental data there is the added complication 
of unknown non-perturbative effects. The contribution from these can be 
disregarded if a smearing procedure is used. A good agreement was found 
between low energy Re+e- data and theoretical prediction when both had 
been smeared. In addition an inverse transform was used to obtain the 
Adler D-function was used, again returning good agreement between data 
and theory. 
The hadronic branching fraction of the T lepton is also a quantity that can 
be related to the Adler D-function in a way similar to R. One again can try 
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to obtain a finite series by transforming individual parts of the perturbation 
series for D. However, this time infrared finiteness is not immediately obvious 
due to ambiguous terms that demonstrate the asymptotic freedom expected 
of QCD, but become infinite in the infrared limit. 
The ambiguity is resolved by relating the functions that will make up the 
new series to the Borel integral of their sub-series in the coupling. This 
is then used to find the function that the sub-series will converge to for a 
small enough coupling. Having made the choice for the hadronic branching 
fraction, the strength of the QCD coupling given by the A-parameter can 
be calculated in a ratio with the T mass. The standard AMs has then been 
calculated for three flavours of quark to be 382!~g MeV from the fixed-order 
NNLO calculation and 340!g MeV from the all-orders calculation. 
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